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The IRS works in conjunction with many stakeholders within the tax administration 

environment to provide top-quality service to taxpayers and ensure compliant behavior. As 

the tax administration environment evolves and continues to move to an increasingly digital 

posture, the IRS has an opportunity to improve compliance and services to better meet 

customer needs. 

The SB/SE and W&I CONOPS presents the way ahead as it pertains to compliance and 

services through the eyes of the Small Business/Self-Employed (SB/SE) and Wage and 

Investment (W&I) business operating divisions (BODs) and with the important input of the 

Service support functions, including Office of Online Services (OLS), Office of Compliance 

Analytics (OCA), Office of Research, Analysis, and Statistics (RAS) as well as Taxpayer 

Advocate Service (TAS) and the leadership engaged in the Compliance Capabilities Vision 

(CCV) and Service on Demand (SOD) initiatives, effectively incorporating the components 

of concurrent IRS activities that were designed to enhance taxpayer compliance and 

services. 

Specifically, the SB/SE and W&I CONOPS outlines the opportunity, vision and high-level 

operational direction, to include Initiatives and Work Areas that will drive achievement of 

the vision for individual taxpayers.

Preface
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ENVIRONMENTAL SCAN

A cohesive and strategic 

compliance and services 

vision will help the IRS 

respond to both external 

and internal pressures

 Enthusiastic leadership and data analytics create opportunities for IRS to fundamentally transform compliance.

 Taxpayers have evolving expectations regarding the IRS and want all of their interactions with the IRS to be 

secure, clear, and efficient.

 Ongoing IRS programs, which directly or indirectly address compliance challenges, can be closely aligned to 

maximize the return on this important investment of time and resources.

 The IRS faces increased external pressure to operate at minimal cost and maximum efficiency, due to 

reduced budget, more complex tax programs, and heightened stakeholder expectations.

COMPLIANCE AND

SERVICES VISION

The IRS can gain 

efficiencies and improve 

service by moving 

compliance activities 

upstream

 Partnerships, effective outreach to taxpayers and other stakeholders, and data analytics provide the IRS 

leverage which can prevent non-compliance.

 Automated issue identification and a focus on self-correction can reduce resource requirements for the IRS.

 Virtualizing enforcement activities such as Exam and Collection, enhancing payment options, and improving 

case management can create cost savings.

 Focus areas identified by the Business Operating Divisions highlight where changes are needed to implement 

the vision. 

 The IRS can transition from multi-year compliance actions to closing ~90% of cases within a year of filing.

CAPABILITIES, INITIATIVES

AND WORK AREAS

BOD-identified focus areas 

require changes or 

evolution of Service 

functions; transformation is 

achieved through concrete 

Initiatives and Work Areas

 Certain organizational capabilities are critical to strengthen or evolve in order to deliver the vision.

 Ten Initiatives have been identified to help shape a comprehensive set of change efforts needed:

1. Preventative Outreach

2. Pre-File Error Resolution

3. Account Access

4. Digital Self-Correction

5. Enhanced Issue Identification & Triage

6. Optimized Phone Channel

7. Restructured Compliance Activities

8. Improved Case Work Environment

9. Analytics Strategy & Infrastructure

10. Analytics Products & Services

 Each initiative is broken down into Work Areas, which identify discrete, actionable pieces of work to 

operationalize efforts.

NEXT STEPS

Sequence and prioritize 

Work Areas to propel 

implementation and 

accomplish organizational 

priorities

 Next steps include refining Work Area sequencing, prioritization, and interdependency identification, while 

concurrently folding in additional leadership feedback and perspective on implementing change.

 Some Work Areas are immediate and can largely be driven by SB/SE and W&I, while others will require 

cross-Service support.

 A number of tools and techniques will be used to manage the implementation, including, but not limited to, 

governance, performance metrics, stakeholder outreach, change management, and risk management.

Executive Summary
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CONOPS development efforts were guided by significant interaction with IRS 

stakeholders, coupled with a detailed review of internal and external documents. 

Stakeholder Interaction Data Sources

Category Representative Sources

IRS 

MATERIALS

 Compliance Capabilities Vision: 

Blueprint 

 Service on Demand: Phase 2 

Deliverable Executive Briefing

 Online Services: Product Briefing for 

W&I SOD Team

 Taxpayer Assistance Blueprint

 W&I Technology Roadmap Briefing

 IRS Strategic Plan FY2014-2017

GOVERNMENT

REPORTS

 GAO: “IRS Website Long-Term 

Strategy Needed to Improve Interactive 

Services” April 2013

 GAO: “IRS 2015 Budget Long-Term 

Strategy and Return on Investment 

Data Needed to Better Manage Budget 

Uncertainty, Set Priorities” June 2014

 TIGTA: “Implementation of Fiscal Year 

2013 Sequestration Budget 

Reductions” June 12, 2014

 Taxpayer Advocate Service: “IRS 

Correspondence Examinations: Are 

they really as effective as IRS thinks?”

QUANTITATIVE

DATA

 US Office of Personnel and 

Management December 2013 

Employment Data Cube

 IRS 2013 Data Book

65+ IRS 

STAKEHOLDERS1

Collaborated with stakeholders across the 

business, representing2

 Office of the Commissioner: TAS, RAS, 

OCA

 Services and Enforcement: DCSE, 

SB/SE, W&I, RPO, OPR, OLS

 Operations Support: DCOS, Agency-

Wide Shared Services, CFO, CTO, HCO, 

PGLD

COMMISSIONER

TOUCHPOINTS

Collaborated with BOD Executives: 

 SB/SE: Karen Schiller, Mary Beth Murphy

 W&I: Debra Holland, David Alito

Provided approach briefings to 

 Commissioner, John Koskinen

 Deputy Commissioner for Services and 

Enforcement, John Dalrymple

BOD 

EXECUTIVE

WORKSHOPS

Conducted facilitated sessions with BOD 

Executives: 

 SB/SE: 5/28/2014, 5/29/2014, and 

6/26/2014 

 W&I: 5/30/2014 and 6/23/2014

CCV AND SOD 

TOUCHPOINTS

Conducted ongoing dialogue with CCV and 

SOD teams to build off of efforts to date and 

inform appropriate incorporation of content 

and context of materials received

EXTERNAL

BENCHMARKING

Conducted interviews with executives and 

SMEs representing Financial Services, Retail, 

Manufacturing, Federal Government, and 

State & Local Government

1. Full interview list is included on slide 93. 
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Collect more revenue 

Enable seamless service across channels 

and improve the customer experience

Rebalance division of labor across of pre-

file, at-filing, and post-filing activities

Fully utilize available data and apply 

analytics to optimize revenue collection

Create efficient and effective processes 

across programs and divisions

Provide a cohesive strategy and vision to 

which leadership and staff can align

The IRS is transforming compliance and services to respond to external and internal 

factors that are necessitating changes to the traditional way of doing business. 

INCREASING COMPLEXITY

Legislative changes and the proliferation of 

data has created greater complexity of  tax 

administration

EVOLVING TAXPAYER EXPECTATIONS

Taxpayer expectations for service, greater 

media scrutiny, and new Initiatives have 

energized leadership to accelerate changes 

at the IRS

Transformation Drivers Transformation Benefits

DECLINING BUDGET

Reductions in funding, an increasing demand 

for demonstration of ROI and a stagnant tax 

gap is putting pressure on the IRS to increase 

revenues and lower costs

INCREASING OCCURRENCE OF

REFUND FRAUD & IDENTITY THEFT

Significant increase to both refund fraud schemes 

and identify theft in the past three years

Improve risk management and 

transparency for more effective management 

and oversight
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OPPORTUNITIES

 Reduce taxpayer 

burden to make 

compliance easier

 Providing 

employees better 

access to data, 

analytical tools, and 

virtualized work 

options

 Aligning work 

around data, not 

forms

 Teaming with 

preparers as a force 

multiplier to drive up 

compliance rates

 Earlier receipt of 

income information

 Earlier dialogue 

with software 

companies in filing 

season to make 

needed changes

The Taxpayer of the future is …

 More Informed

 More Compliant

“Equipped with the knowledge and 

service options necessary to meet his/her 

tax obligations”

The Employee of the future is …

 More Engaged

 More Efficient

“Able to quickly access, manipulate, and 

analyze tax return data to improve 

treatment and enforcement”

The Data of the future is …

 More Accessible

 More Tailored

“Able to support agile processing and 

integration to enhance perspective on 

long-term taxpayer behavior”

The Tax Preparer of the future is …

 More Aligned

 More Accountable

“A qualified partner with the IRS to help 

taxpayers achieve compliance”

The Employer of the future is …

 More Supportive

 More Prompt

“Able to provide accurate, timely data, 

and communicate changes with tax 

implications to employees and IRS pre-

filing”

The Other Third Parties of the future 

are …

 More Plugged In

 More Incentivized

“Encouraged to have stronger ties 

between IRS and taxpayers with accurate 

information, communications, and tools”

This transformation will impact an array of stakeholders and create improvement 

opportunities for the Service. 
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Description

Compliance         

Capabilities Vision (CCV)

Production of a transformative improvement in tax compliance, including interacting with 

taxpayers at-filing and initiating enforcement activities in-year, best leveraging available 

resources over the next five years and delivering visible and measurable progress each 

year

Service on Demand (SOD)
Development of tax administration that delivers tailored efficient services where, when, 

and how customers want to be served

Review Return Program / 

Information Return 

Document Matching 

(IRDM)

Enhancement of IRS capabilities to detect, resolve, and prevent criminal and civil tax 

non-compliance

BOD Re-alignment

Reduction of overlap of collection and examination activities between SB/SE and W&I by 

moving pre-refund compliance to W&I and shifting all collection and post-refund exam to 

SB/SE

BOD Initiatives
Charged with annual improvement in their operations, the BODs have various ongoing 

efforts to evolve policy, process and technology to better serve the needs of the business

ID Theft / eAuthentication

Develop a consolidated approach to authentication, bringing together diverse efforts 

(including ID Theft / Refund Fraud Strategy under development) previously spread 

across the Service. Develop both authentication capabilities to work across channels 

A number of efforts are already underway to define a path forward to transform 

compliance and services for the IRS.

Current Compliance and Service Efforts

Sources: Compliance Capabilities Vision Initiative Draft Blueprint for Vision, 5/30/2014; Service on Demand Overview & Billing and Payment Blueprint, April 2014; W&I Strategic Plan 2020
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These inputs served to form a vision and 

approach that is:

 Strategic

 Prioritized

 Comprehensive

 Integrative

 Focused on BOD priorities

The SB/SE and W&I CONOPS integrates these ongoing efforts with the needs of the 

business to coalesce on a strategic vision for compliance and service.

SB/SE and 

W&I 

CONOPS

Compliance 

Capabilities 

Vision

Other ongoing 

IRS efforts

Technology

Initiatives 

SB/SE Business 

Imperatives

W&I Business 

Imperatives

Government 

Leading 

Practices

Industry 

Leading 

Practices

Service on 

Demand

The SB/SE and W&I CONOPS was 

developed by:

Reviewing ongoing Initiatives, 

stakeholder interviews and 

additional materials produced to 

date by the working teams 

Applying the BOD perspective 

and priorities

Incorporating Leading Practices
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2
SB/SE and W&I CONOPS
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Using inputs from stakeholders and an iterative approach, the SB/SE and W&I 

CONOPS will provide a path forward for aligning existing efforts and business needs.

III. Initiatives

II. Capabilities

IV. Work Areas

V. Priority Work Areas

Articulates a future state for compliance and services achievable within the next five years

Highlights organizational competencies needed to realize compliance and services vision

Defines comprehensive set of change efforts necessary to drive forward momentum

Identifies discrete, actionable pieces of work to operationalize change efforts

Highlights foundational pieces of work to initiate implementation

CONOPS APPROACH

 The SB/SE and W&I CONOPS was developed using a structured approach, centered around balancing collaborative 

stakeholder engagement with a focus on harvesting compliance and services efforts to date

 The SB/SE and W&I CONOPS outlines the opportunity, vision, and high-level operational direction, to include

Initiatives and Work Areas that will drive achievement of the compliance and services vision

 Progression of the SB/SE and W&I CONOPS will move from strategic to operational to tactical elements as denoted by

the sections below

CONOPS CONTENT

I. Vision and Focus Areas
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Vision and Focus Areas 
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The vision is centered around a keen awareness of the IRS Core Values, bolstered by a 

clear set of strategic themes emerging from the business.

AGILE

BUSINESS

OPERATIONS

STRATEGIC

RESOURCE

ALLOCATION

RESOLVE MORE

AT TIME OF

FILING

TAXPAYER

ASSISTANCE VIA

LOWER COST

CHANNELS

IRS Core Values

 Honesty and Integrity

 Respect

 Continuous

Improvement

 Inclusion

 Openness and 

Collaboration

 Personal

Accountability

SECURE

INTERACTION

UNIVERSAL

ACCESS TO

DATA

Maximize automated issue 

identification, engaging taxpayers early 

to resolve and self-correct

Preempt potential compliance cases 

through pre-filing or preparer 

engagement by leveraging one-to-many 

relationships

Shift to a more dynamic 

posture that can adapt to 

effectively engage 

taxpayers and preparers

Reduce taxpayer burden by 

providing a secure digital, 

authenticated, multi-channel 

interaction environment to 

taxpayers and 3rd parties

Transition from multi-year compliance 

actions to closing ~90% of cases within 

a year of filing

Tactically deploy resources to support 

the highest value work to the taxpayer 

and the Service

Enhance understanding of long-term 

taxpayer behavior, aligning work 

around data, not forms

Continue to transition taxpayer 

assistance demand to partners or low-

cost, self service channels 

IN-YEAR TAX

ADMINISTRATION

EARLY

PREEMPTION OF

POTENTIAL

COMPLIANCE

CASES
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The Concept Diagram outlines the compliance and service vision and positions a bold 

target of achieving ~90% compliance closure within a filing year. 

IRS Compliance and Services Concept Diagram for SB/SE and W&I
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Focus areas heard from across the business and key stakeholders begin to showcase 

the strategic change necessary to effectively drive transformation.

Preemption: Leverage tools, education, preparers and 

partnerships to reduce errors and non-compliance 

Issue Identification, Filing Resolution: Maximize pre-

refund automatic issue identification and self-correction

Maximum Enforcement Results: Generate maximum 

collection/exam results by leveraging case selection, early 

engagement, virtualized work, reengineered processes

Insight: Perform year-round analysis of groups and 

individual returns to enhance rules, drive campaigns, and 

improve work selection

Increase leverage by focusing on tax preparers and software 

companies especially through issue-driven campaigns

 Leverage annual campaigns to target preparers, employers and 

taxpayers

 Obtain life-event change and other information pre-filing

 Simplify mistake-proofing forms and processes 

 Utilize web services to assist taxpayers and preparers in avoiding 

errors

 Rethink use of current staff resources in pre-filing

Enable radical change in rapid return indexing and feedback to 

taxpayers and preparers to drive self-correction at filing

 New Customer Account becomes platform for self-correction 

 Dynamic ability to identify issues in returns and information

 Dynamic assignment of returns to treatment streams

 Driving maximum results without legislation

Utilize analytics and innovative research to maximize proactive and 

preemptive outreach, facilitate issue identification and enhance service 

and enforcement outcomes

 Analytic agenda for the Service

 Offline analysis focused on segmentation, preference and 

behavioral analytics on preparers, employers, and taxpayers

 Online analysis focused on ability to analyze (and dynamically 

adapt) in assessing return, case, and workforce data

 Innovation in behavioral economics-centered Initiatives

Migrate to more preemptive engagement to prevent snowballing 

accounts; while simultaneously transforming processes through 

digitization and virtual work options

 Implement virtual service tools and digital case files 

 Strategically decrease brick and mortar 

 Redirect some field compliance resources preemptive contacts

IRS Compliance and Services Concept Diagram for SB/SE and W&I - Perspective by Focus Area
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Representative SB/SE, W&I, CCV, SOD, and IT points of emphasis are highlighted 

below in the Concept Diagram to illustrate alignment and connectivity.

CCV Elements (Green Circles)

SOD Elements (Blue 

Circles)

BOD Input

BOD Input
IT Input

CCV Inputs to Concept Diagram

SOD Inputs to Concept Diagram

Mapping Key

*See slides 82 and 83 in the appendix for CCV 

and SOD mapping key

Points of emphasis have been mapped to the Concept Diagram to aid in connecting ongoing efforts
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Capabilities
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The IRS Compliance and Services Capability Map highlights the organizational 

capabilities needed to deliver the future compliance and services vision.

Building off the four 

focus areas identified 

in the Concept 

Diagram, BOD 

sessions helped to 

pinpoint which 

capabilities are critical 

to strengthen or evolve 

to transform. 

II. Capabilities:  Shapes Initiative and Work Areas

Surfaces key organizational competencies needed

Articulates a future state for compliance and services

I. Vision and Focus Areas:  Scopes goals and sharpens focus

Tax Analysts Document Service
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Initiatives
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Initiatives and Work Areas are defined in order to help operationalize a plan for SB/SE 

and W&I to strengthen or evolve required organizational capabilities.

With a clear vision that 

emerged from BOD 

sessions as well as CCV 

and SOD efforts coupled 

with a read on needed 

capabilities, Initiatives 

and Work Areas begin to 

define actionable plans.
II. Capabilities:  Shapes Initiative and Work Areas

Identifies key organizational competencies needed

Articulates a future state for compliance and services

I. Vision and Focus Areas:  Scopes goals and sharpens focus

III. Initiatives:  Bundles sets of complimentary Work Areas

Defines comprehensive set of change efforts needed

1

2

3

4

5

7

8

9

10

6

Preventative 
Outreach

Pre-File Error 
Resolution

Account 
Access

Digital Self-
Correction

Enhanced Issue 
Identification & 
Triage

Optimized Phone 
Channel

Restructured 
Compliance 
Activities

Improved Case 
Work 
Environment

Analytics Strategy 
& Infrastructure

Analytics Products 
& Services
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Description: Pre-filing outreach activities designed to 

positively influence taxpayer, preparer, and employer 

behavior. Proposed Work Areas in this Initiative are 

wide ranging, covering active, issue-specific outreach, 

and innovative new methods to potentially gather 

relevant data. Two of the proposed Work Areas 

engage Revenue Agents, Revenue Officers and 

potentially Tax Examiners and CSRs in preemptive 

activity to fix problems before they become 

compliance cases. Options also include general 

enhancement of the IRS website and redeploying 

some TACs into partner locations.

Work Area Description

1A
DATA-DRIVEN TARGETED

OUTREACH CAMPAIGNS
Holistic and integrated approach to soft notice campaigns, ultimately leveraging other 

forms of secure communications

1B
PREEMPTIVE PREPARER

CAMPAIGN
Enhanced coordination across BODs and utilization of analytics to streamline outreach 

to inform preparers of preparer-specific or industry-wide compliance issues

1C
CORRECTIVE EMPLOYER

GUIDANCE
Tailored communications and outreach to correct employer and payroll providers’ 

behavior based on in year observations or past year insights

1D
REAL-TIME COLLECTION

ENGAGEMENT
Utilization of analytics to coordinate processes to rapidly respond to a Federal Tax 

Deposit Alerts (FTD) when a business misses a payment

1E
OUTREACH RESOURCE

OPTIMIZATION
Evaluation of campaigns and working groups to optimize the manner in which 

outreach to external stakeholders is performed

1F ENHANCED IRS.GOV Expansion of OLS effort to rebrand website as a user-friendly, robust source for easily 

accessible, inexpensive, convenient, and meaningful tax information and self-service

1G TAC SERVICE CO-LOCATION Further leverage partnerships to operate TACS at partner locations

Preemption Focus Area: Preventative Outreach
1

Benefits to IRS and Taxpayers:

 Low cost, high touch, scalable solutions through the digital 

communication channels

 Increased revenue capture through increased compliant behavior

 Reduced downstream costs associated with reactive compliance 

efforts

 Brand enhancement as the IRS is seen as a helpful partner rather 

than an intimidating enforcer

 Reduced likelihood of exam as compliance behavior improves

 Information accessible through multiple channels reducing the 

burden of searching for taxpayers

Tax Analysts Document Service
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Description: This Initiative includes technology and 

process redesigns to resolve errors before filing or to 

engage taxpayers, employers or others in gaining 

access to information or information documents earlier. 

One option is to develop a deeper partnership with tax 

preparer software companies, building on existing 

efforts. Two proposed Work Areas are focused on 

gaining information earlier to be used in matching and 

issue identification, while also creating opportunities for 

education pre-filing. 

Work Area Description

2A RETURN PREPARATION ERROR DETECTION
Leverage relationships with 3rd party tax preparation software or web service 

providers to perform real-time error detection of returns prior to submission to 

the IRS

2B
TAXPAYER OPT-IN FOR CORRECTION (BY

IRS)
Authority provided by the taxpayer for IRS to correct return before initiating an 

examination or processing a refund

2C
STRATEGY TO ACCELERATE THE RECEIPT

OF INFORMATION DOCUMENTS
Development of methods to encourage employers and taxpayers to submit 

information documents prior to the existing deadlines

2D
LIFE EVENT REPORTING PRE-FILE

CAMPAIGN
Leverage 3rd party data to notify the IRS in advance of appropriate life-change 

issues or to provide materials to taxpayers

Preemption Focus Area: Pre-File Error Resolution
2

Benefits to IRS and Taxpayers:

 Reduction in costs associated with data cleansing

 Reduction in costs associated with downstream correction 

measures

 Increased ability to incorporate data from returns as it is 

submitted in the correct format

 Reduction of taxpayer burden as return will not have to be 

corrected downstream

 Increased likelihood that refund will be maximized and delivered 

as quick as possible because return is more likely to be correct

Tax Analysts Document Service
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Overview: Initiative provides online account access that 

enables taxpayers to securely interact with the IRS to 

obtain historical tax return data, submit online 

payments, and receive status updates (e.g., return 

status). Taxpayers can securely access their accounts 

through multiple digital channels (e.g., mobile, web). 

These accounts can be enhanced by allowing 

applicable 3rd parties secure access to accounts, as 

taxpayers provide authorization. 

Work Area Description

3A TAXPAYER/3RD PARTY AUTHENTICATION Enables the IRS to confirm taxpayer or tax preparer’s identities across 

multiple channels

3B ONLINE TAXPAYER ACCOUNT
Basic online account that works in close association with Taxpayer Digital 

Communications and all authentication capabilities to provide a platform for 

other account functionality

3C ELECTRONIC RECORDS Electronic records provides historical taxpayer information securely and 

accurately through the taxpayer’s online account

3D DIGITAL PAYMENT
Online payment would provide a secure digital forum for taxpayers to submit 

payments and view tax bills, balance due, payment history, and existing 

installment agreements

3E REFUND STATUS TRANSPARENCY Expansion of “Where’s My Refund?” process and technology into other 

communication channels, primarily push notifications

3F ONLINE 3RD PARTY ACCOUNT Implementation of the basic framework of the online 3rd party account 

including foundational functionality

Identification, Resolution: Account Access
3

Benefits to IRS and Taxpayers:

 Potential to improve voluntary compliance

 Reduces IRS and taxpayer burden to provide/ receive tax 

information, and collect/ pay tax balances

 Enables 3rd parties to interact with IRS on behalf of taxpayers 

through digital channels 

 Provides platform that enables other Initiatives (e.g., self-

correction)

Tax Analysts Document Service
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Overview: Digital self-correction enables taxpayers to 

securely perform the following actions: verify return 

changes made by the IRS; update/ amend returns; and 

provide additional documents. The Initiative can be 

further augmented through education and assistance 

tools and wizards. This Initiative is dependent on the 

presence of a taxpayer account.

Work Area Description

4A TAXPAYER DIGITAL COMMUNICATIONS

OLS Taxpayer Digital Communication effort that enables taxpayers to 

securely interact with the IRS online, including the potential to upload 

documents. This working area creates a secure communications hub that can 

be leveraged by multiple programs in the IRS

4B TAXPAYER CORRECTIVE ASSISTANCE

This working area provides corrective assistance on select issues based on 

volume and complexity. When prompted to the presence of an issue, these 

capabilities allow taxpayers to quickly and easily make corrections online by 

directing taxpayers through corrective steps and providing explanations

Identification, Resolution: Digital Self-Correction
4

Benefits to IRS and Taxpayers:

 Improves compliance by enabling taxpayers to correct returns

 Reduces IRS and taxpayer burden to correct returns

 Increases amount of return errors that IRS can resolve
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Description: Rule-based return flagging and triaging to 

support appropriate treatment stream alignment. 

Characteristics of returns will be used to determine high 

frequency errors and allow for prioritized case selection 

based on predetermined rules. This dynamic and online 

analysis will contribute to better performance of the case 

management and corporate inventory capabilities. 

Work Area Description

5A CORRECTABLE ERROR CAPABILITIES

Assuming proposed Corrective Error Authority is approved, development of 

rules and capabilities to automatically correct select errors on forms, 

leveraging existing math error-related capabilities and other existing/emerging 

systems

5B ENHANCED ISSUE IDENTIFICATION
Creation of new capabilities for online analysis of tax and information returns 

inclusive of rules, models; and ultimately, the potential for new hybrid teams of 

subject matter experts and IT savvy data analysts to focus on the data stream

5C
ENTERPRISE TREATMENT STREAM

ALIGNMENT

Automated process through which all returns are triaged to the appropriate 

treatment stream with support from dynamic, real-time rules management that 

adapt to the environment

5D CASE SELECTION ENHANCEMENT
Leveraging new capabilities to index and flag returns, this effort focuses on 

continued evolution of case selection to drive various Exam and Collection 

programs

5E
PROACTIVELY IDENTIFYING TAXPAYERS

WHO ARE ELIGIBLE FOR CREDITS
Use of analytics and 3rd party data to create a fuller picture of individual 

taxpayers to identify citizens who may be eligible for credits

Identification, Resolution: Enhanced Issue Identification & Triage
5

Benefits to IRS:

 Selection of cases that align to the Service’s strategic goals 

(change to cases with highest dollar potential, focus on specific 

errors, etc.)

 Reduction of cost associated with manual distribution of returns 

based on issues

 Quicker delivery of refund

 Improved identity protection as fraudulent cases are quickly 

triaged and treated
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Description: This Initiative delivers improved 

performance and capabilities across the phone 

enterprise. This optimization allows for an enhanced 

ability to manage phone demand, including multi-year 

analysis of customer contact history and workload 

management tools. For CSRs, this Initiative provides a 

battery of tools that improve the ability to deliver 

services to the taxpayer, including data access of 

various types while also concentrating on Interactive 

Voice Response systems cutting across routing, 

scripting and retention issues to improve self-service. 

Work Area Description

6A INTEGRATED CUSTOMER SERVICE

Holistic approach to interactions across different channels to ensure a 

seamless taxpayer experience. Provides back-end functionality to the 

taxpayer account that enables CSRs to view taxpayer information and 

previous service interactions

6B DEMAND MANAGEMENT AND ANALYTICS

Positioning of the business to better anticipate and deal with phone and 

service interaction volume by analyzing customer contact history data to 

understand trends and develop new capabilities that will enable estimating 

lifecycle costs for taxpayers

6C QUICK & ACCURATE CUSTOMER ROUTING Call routing improvements to simplify and expand scripting necessary to guide 

taxpayers through issue resolution

Identification, Resolution: Optimized Phone Channel
6

Benefits to IRS and Taxpayers:

 Increased use of self-service phone offerings

 Improved performance in phone operation, including level of 

service and quality
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Description: Implement structural change in 

compliance activities to drive operational efficiencies 

and innovation in the delivery of compliance services. 

This Initiative includes the realignment of BOD 

compliance activities, leveraging virtual service delivery 

to improve performance and lower real estate cost, and 

to structure new forms of compliance activities in 

concert with other federal agencies. 

Work Area Description

7A W&I AND SB/SE REALIGNMENT

Realigning compliance activities within Wage and Investment and Small 

Business/ Self-Employed to leverage specialization, allowing divisions to excel 

in their respective areas as a greater percentage of its workforce, energy, and 

resources

7B
VIRTUAL WORK & REAL ESTATE

OPTIMIZATION

Examining alternative work models in concert with the HR function, the union, 

and real estate teams to converge on a Service-wide plan to greatly reduce 

IRS’s real estate footprint and travel costs

7C ESTABLISH SERVICE LIMITATIONS Coordination with 3rd party government data to restrict services for taxpayers 

with delinquent federal tax debt

Maximum Enforcement Results: Restructured Compliance Activities
7

Benefits to IRS and Taxpayers:

 Reduced cost of service due to the elimination of duplicated 

efforts

 Streamlined interactions for taxpayers 

 Increased revenue protection as specialization enables 

innovation and competency development

 Reduced cost associated with a smaller real estate footprint
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Description: Improvement to the methods through 

which a case is conducted and closed via the use of 

digitized tools and streamlined processes. System 

would distribute digital cases to revenue agents and 

officers based on capacity levels to ensure wait time is 

minimized and agents can be responsive to taxpayers. 

Built into the system would be updated tools for agents 

and officers to use to communicate with taxpayers in 

real-time to improve the efficiency of working a case and 

reduce the burden of both IRS employees and 

taxpayers. 

Work Area Description

8A IMPROVED CASE MANAGEMENT
Implementation of a Service-wide case management system that triages and 

distributes cases from a central inventory and provides new tools and 

processes used to handle and close a case

8B DIGITIZED CASES

Process to digitize any information created or used by a revenue agent or 

officer during the discharge of a case including taxpayer documents (returns, 

transcripts, forms, etc.) as well as internal information used by the revenue 

agent to record formal actions taken

Maximum Enforcement Results: Improved Case Work Environment
8

Benefits to IRS and Taxpayers:

 Reduced cost of service associated with high cost 

communication channels

 Quicker discharge of cases as queue is routed to appropriate 

personnel on an enterprise level

 Increased protection of revenue as more cases can be worked 

due to equal workload distribution

 Better customer service as communication channels shift to 

digital allowing for real-time interactions

 Quicker response time as digital tools remove the delays 

associated with paper correspondence
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Description: Creation of an environment that drives the 

most effective and efficient analysis programs. This 

Initiative would structure a regularized cycle to create an 

Analytical Agenda or Strategy for the Service focused 

on capturing corporate analysis needs and serving as a 

framework to prioritize work. To enhance overall 

analysis performance, analysis infrastructure would also 

be addressed to ensure the proper collection, cleansing 

and storage of all data into a centralized location. This 

centralized location would also allow applications to be 

brought to the data, allowing for easier manipulation and 

tightened security. 

Work Area Description

9A COMPREHENSIVE ANALYTIC STRATEGY
Creation of a Service-wide research and analytic strategy to ensure the array 

of analyses being performed is orchestrated in concert to ultimately support 

the effective and efficient functioning of the Service

9B
DATA COLLECTION, CLEANSING, AND

STORAGE

Creation of options (systems and or approaches) that will collect, clean, and 

store data from internal and 3rd party sources for use in other analytic 

projects

9C
OFFLINE ANALYTICS FOR YEAR-ROUND

IMPROVEMENT

Improvement of segmentation across taxpayers, preparers, and employers as 

well as improving the business-analysis linkages to identify tax issues, 

associate audiences for outreach or compliance activities, and test the 

remedies that will be effective

Insight: Analytics Strategy & Infrastructure
9

Benefits to IRS and Taxpayers:

 Reduced cost associated with eliminating duplicated efforts and 

focusing on high priority areas due to analytic strategy

 Reduced cost of coping and moving data to applications
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Description: This Initiative is focused on expanding and 

enhancing analysis products and activities. A major 

focus is to design and implement improved connection 

between the business units and analysis functions to 

allow for a quicker assessment of product needs and to 

bring more structure to the initiating analyses. An 

additional Work Area concentrates on the analysis 

efforts to understand behavioral change and the 

practical steps the Service can take to change taxpayer 

and preparer behavior. The final effort is focused on 

developing a framework for new compliance measures 

as the Service increasingly shifts resources from post-

filing activities to a preemptive posture.

Work Area Description

10A BEHAVIORAL ECONOMIC ANALYSIS Creation of a fuller understanding of how to change taxpayer and preparer 

behavior through the lens of behavioral economics and choice architecture

10B IRS COMPLIANCE METRICS
Establishment of new measures to understand not only the performance 

preemptive efforts but also the connection to historical post-filing compliance 

measures

Insight: Analytics Products & Activities
10

Benefits to IRS and Taxpayers:

 Reduced downstream costs associated delayed adjustments 

due to dynamic rule updates

 Increased compliance through improved messaging content, 

tailored to taxpayers and founded on analytics

 Tailored communications ensuring only relevant information is 

provided by the IRS
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Work Areas
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Initiatives and Work Areas were defined in order to help operationalize a plan for 

SB/SE and W&I to effectively achieve the compliance and services vision.

With a clear vision 

emerging from BOD 

Strategy Sessions 

Initiatives and Work 

Areas were developed 

to begin defining 

actionable plans. Initiatives:  Shapes and defines work

Work Areas:  Builds out work detail 

Defines comprehensive set of change efforts needed

Identifies discrete, actionable pieces of work to operationalize efforts

1

2

3

4

5

7

8

9

10

6

Preventative 
Outreach

Pre-File Error 
Resolution

Account Access

Digital Self-
Correction

Enhanced Issue 
Identification & Triage

Optimized Phone 
Channel

Restructured 
Compliance Activities

Improved Case Work 
Environment

Analytics Strategy & 
Infrastructure

Analytics Products & 
Services

Articulates a future state for compliance and services

Vision and Focus Areas:  Scopes goals and sharpens focus

Preemption Issue Identification, 

Filing Resolution

Maximum 

Enforcement Results
Insight

2D

5C

8B

1E

3E

6C

10B

1G

4A

1A

3A

5D

9A

7A

2A

4B

1B

3B

5E

9B

7B

2B

5A

1C

3C

6A

9C

7C

2C

5B

1D

3D

6B

10A

8A

Insight

Preemption

Issue Identification, 
Filing Resolution

Maximum Enforcement Results

1F

3F
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3A. Taxpayer/3rd Party 

Authentication (Pg. 45)

3B. Online Taxpayer Account    

(Pg. 46)

3C. Electronic Records (Pg. 47)

3D. Digital Payment (Pg. 48)

3E. Refund Status Transparency 

(Pg. 49)

3F. Online 3rd Party Account (Pg. 

50)

1A. Data-Driven Targeted 

Outreach Campaigns (Pg. 34)

1B. Preemptive Preparer 

Campaign (Pg. 35)

1C. Corrective Employer Guidance 

(Pg. 36)

1D. Real Time Collection 

Engagement (Pg. 37)

1E. Outreach Resource 

Optimization (Pg. 38)

1F. Enhanced IRS.gov (Pg. 39)

1G. TAC Service Co-location    

(Pg. 40)

3. Account Access (Pg. 45-50)

4. Digital Self-Correction (Pg. 51-52)

5. Enhanced Issue Identification & Triage ( Pg. 53-57)

2. Pre-File Error Resolution (Pg. 41-44)

1. Preventative Outreach (Pg. 34-40) 

2A.  Return Preparer Error 

Detection (Pg. 41)

2B. Taxpayer Opt-In for Correction 

(by IRS) (Pg. 42)

2C. Strategy to Accelerate the 

Receipt of Information 

Documents (Pg. 43)

2D. Life Event Reporting Pre- File 

Campaign (Pg. 44)

4A. Taxpayer Digital 

Communications (Pg. 51)

4B. Taxpayer Corrective 

Assistance (Pg. 52)

5A. Correctable Error Capabilities 

(Pg. 53)

5B. Enhanced Issue Identification 

(Pg. 54)

5C. Enterprise Treatment Stream 

Alignment (Pg. 55)

5D. Case Selection Enhancement 

(Pg. 56)

5E. Proactively Identifying 

Taxpayers who are Eligible for 

Credits (Pg. 57)

8A. Improved Case Management 

(Pg. 64)

8B. Digitized Cases (Pg. 65)

6A. Integrated Customer Service 

(Pg. 58)

6B. Demand Management and 

Analytics (Pg. 59)

6C. Quick & Accurate Customer 

Routing (Pg. 60)

8. Improve Case Work Environment (Pg. 64-65)

9. Analytics Strategy & Infrastructure (Pg. 66-68)

10. Analytics Products and Activities (Pg. 69-70)

7. Restructured Compliance Activities (Pg. 61- 63)

6. Optimized Phone Channel (Pg. 58-60)

7A. W&I and SB/SE Realignment 

(Pg. 61)

7B. Virtual Work and Real Estate 

Optimization (Pg. 62)

7C. Establish Service Limitations 

(Pg. 63)

9A. Comprehensive Analytic 

Strategy (Pg. 66)

9B. Data Collection, Cleansing, 

and Storage (Pg. 67)

9C. Offline Analytics for Year-

Round Improvement (Pg. 68)

10A. Behavioral Economic 

Analysis (Pg. 69)

10B. IRS Compliance Metrics    

(Pg. 70)

Transforming Work Areas will entail distinct projects and will have varying degrees of 

impact across the Service.
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Considerations Representative Change Degree of Change

PEOPLE
Potential changes to analytics and call-center operations required 

competencies

PROCESS
Enhanced coordination between BODs and analytic functions; utilize 

multiple communication channels; focus on timing of outreach

TECHNOLOGY
Integration of data for analytics; development of automated digital 

communication system

Preventative Outreach: Data-Driven Targeted Outreach Campaigns
1A

Integrated approach to soft notice campaigns that leverages data, analysis, and secure communications (when available and 

appropriate) to prevent compliance issues. It focuses on proactive communication to taxpayers based on data-driven analytics 

and resulting strategies and determines the analytical tactics needed to inform effective notices such as taxpayer segmentation 

(beyond demographics) and analysis of longitudinal data to identify potential for compliance issues. Attention would also be paid to 

downstream impact of outreach/communications, specifically impacts to taxpayer assistance methods via phone or in person, and 

considers the self-service options needed to reduce the amount of taxpayer assistance that might result from the preventative 

outreach/communications. 

Value Proposition:

 Proactively reduce potential taxpayer errors; revenue 

protecting

 Reduces taxpayer burden by equipping taxpayers with 

information required to be compliant

Dependencies:

 Enhanced IRS.gov

 Taxpayer Digital Communications

 Integrated Customer Service

 Quick & Accurate Customer Routing

 Offline Analytics for Year-Round Improvement

 Behavioral Economics Analysis

Low High

Low High

Low High

Compliance Capabilities Vision Connection:

A. Tools and access to information and data to help understand/ 

fulfill tax filing/ payment requirements

B. Outreach to maintain cross-year engagements

I. Communication channels to alert taxpayers quickly of 

possible issues

Service on Demand Connection (Updates Underway):

1.  Demand management and analytics 

4.  Proactive digital status notifications (incl. 3rd Party)

13. Proactive and targeted outreach
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Preventative Outreach: Preemptive Preparer Campaign
1B

Cross-BOD effort to streamline outreach operations in order to provide organized outreach to inform preparers of preparer-specific 

or industry wide compliance issues. Effort would begin with identifying compliance issues through data analysis and continue with 

strategically communications to the preparer community as well as conducting necessary enforcement follow up. Building initially on 

the success of the EITC preparer program, this effort broadly expands the real-time feedback project to include non-EITC issues. 

Integral to successful campaigns is the utilization of analytics to identify common pre-filing and at-filing compliance issues to 

better educate preparers, better educate taxpayers through preparers, and encourage compliance, with incentives and enforcement 

activity for preparers. Includes integration with program offices to ensure development or refinement of effective follow-up or 

treatments and includes performance metrics to track return on investment (ROI). 

Considerations Representative Change Degree of Change

PEOPLE
Further engages Tax Examiners and Revenue Agents in Pre- and At-Filing 

engagement while expanding voluntary preparer programs

PROCESS
Enhance coordination efforts between BODs and analytic functions; utilize 

multiple communication channels; focus on timing of outreach

TECHNOLOGY
Integration of data for analytics; development of automated digital 

communication system

Compliance Capabilities Vision Connection:

A. Tools and access to information and data to help understand/ 

fulfill tax filing/ payment requirements

Low High

Low High

Low High

Value Proposition:

 Proactively reduces preparer errors; revenue protecting

 Emphasizes lower-cost digital channels

 Reduces downstream compliance efforts

Dependencies:

 Enhanced IRS.gov

 Integrated Customer Service

 Quick & Accurate Customer Routing

 Offline Analytics for Year-Round Improvement

 Behavioral Economics Analysis

Service on Demand Connection (Updates Underway):

4. Proactive digital status notifications (incl. 3rd Party)

13. Proactive and targeted outreach

15. Access and edit account information
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Preventative Outreach: Corrective Employer Guidance
1C

Tailored communications and outreach to employers and payroll providers to correct behavior based on in-year observations or past 

year insights. Effort begins with offline analysis of employers and payroll providers to test for issues and segment based on 

behavior. Issues may be caused by information returns or other sources that can create downstream compliance problems for 

employees. Online rule development would better equip the Service to evaluate information return issues at-filing through linked return-

type analytics that identify like problems across employees of a given payroll provider or employer. Upon identification of an issues, this 

communications would be delivered directly or via third party networks as appropriate to encourage a change in behavior (through 

policies, procedures, or through communications with employees).

Considerations Representative Change Degree of Change

PEOPLE
Potential changes to analytics communications/outreach required 

competencies

PROCESS
Enhance coordination efforts between BODs and Analytic Functions; utilize 

multiple communication channels

TECHNOLOGY
Integration of data for analytics; development of automated digital 

communication system

Low High

Low High

Low High

Compliance Capabilities Vision Connection:

 N/A

Value Proposition:

 Reduces potential taxpayer compliance issues caused by 

employers or payroll providers; revenue protecting

 Reduces taxpayer burden by employers providing relevant 

information to taxpayers

 Focuses on additional channel to create leverage for reducing 

compliance issues

Dependencies:

 Enhanced IRS.gov

 Integrated Customer Service

 Quick & Accurate Customer Routing

 Offline Analytics for Year-Round Improvement

 Behavioral Economics Analysis

 Enhanced Issue Identification

Service on Demand Connection (Updates Underway):

 N/A
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Preventative Outreach: Real-time Collection Engagement
1D

Coordinated process to rapidly respond to Federal Tax Deposit (FTD) alerts when a business misses a payment. This Work Area 

requires analytics (analogous to case selection) to select businesses for intervention as well as coordination with the programs to 

define the appropriate communications and actions. Business assessment includes an understanding of relative roles for Revenue 

Officers and ACS CSRs along with effective communication of instructions for remediation (letter, call or visit). By addressing 

delinquent accounts in near-real-time, the IRS can conduct earlier engagement to produce revenue and escalate interactions as 

required to reduce the amount of delinquency and prevent transfer to an after-filing collection account.

Considerations Representative Change Degree of Change

PEOPLE
Potential changes to analytics communications/outreach required 

competencies

PROCESS Establish process to respond to FTD and trigger automated response

TECHNOLOGY
Integration of data for analytics; development of automated digital and non-

digital communication system

Low High

Low High

Low High

Compliance Capabilities Vision Connection:

 N/A

Value Proposition:

 Revenue producing

 Potential cost savings from reduced downstream collection 

activities

 Potential decrease in number of new collection cases through 

early intervention

Dependencies:

 Integrated Customer Service

 Quick & Accurate Customer Routing

 Offline Analytics for Year-Round Improvement

 Behavioral Economics Analysis

Service on Demand Connection (Updates Underway):

13. Proactive and targeted outreach
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Considerations Representative Change Degree of Change

PEOPLE
Potential changes to organization structure, roles/responsibilities,

competencies, and work locations/geography

PROCESS
Evolve multiple different processes to move toward a more 

standardized/consistent approach for conducting outreach efforts

TECHNOLOGY Integration of existing technology (where applicable)

Preventative Outreach: Outreach Resource Optimization
1E

Optimization of outreach/communications resources through a reevaluation of the current geographic model, competencies, split 

of resources across BODs, and services. This effort begins by assessing strategic options to maximize the impact of the declining 

resources with an eye to further leveraging partners. It continues by developing a refined outreach strategy that shifts substantially 

from general issue area materials (i.e. “retirement”) to a much more issue-driven posture worked through partners. It further 

explores options to remove the geographic constraints inherent in the current model, while moderating the impact of people (e.g. 

relocations). Finally, it develops and evaluates options including potential organizational structure redesign (within or across 

BODs) and any required changes to people and training, processes, and technology to maximize impact and return on investment 

(ROI) for outreach. 

Low High

Low High

Low High

Compliance Capabilities Vision Connection:

 N/A

Value Proposition:

 Potential for increased consistency of outreach processes

 Potential for reduced costs of outreach 

Dependencies:

 W&I and SB/SE Compliance Realignment 

Service on Demand Connection (Updates Underway):

 N/A
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Considerations Representative Change Degree of Change

PEOPLE
As demand is deflected to online resources via IRS.gov, opportunities will 

emerge to redirect people to higher value tasks or reevaluate staffing needs

PROCESS Limited process changes

TECHNOLOGY Enhanced website and mobile application functionality 

Preventative Outreach: Enhanced IRS.gov
1F

Refresh of the IRS.gov website as a user-friendly, robust source for easily accessible, inexpensive, convenient and meaningful tax 

information and self-service opportunities. This Work Area includes many areas of improvement such as updating the list of tax 

products available on irs.gov, self-service support, and simplified tax-related language. It also includes enhancements of mobile 

applications, development of application programming interfaces (APIs), and the mobile web to support the significant and 

growing number of taxpayers attempting to access IRS.gov from a mobile device (tablet and smartphone).

Low High

Low High

Low High

Compliance Capabilities Vision Connection:

A. Tools and access to information and data to help understand/ 

fulfill tax filing/ payment requirements

Value Proposition:

 Reduces taxpayer burden by providing relevant information in 

an easier to use manner

 Enables more self service, reducing resources needed to 

respond to taxpayers via other channels

Dependencies:

 Offline Analysis 

 Behavioral Economics Analysis

Service on Demand Connection (Updates Underway):

3. Improve online content 
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Preventative Outreach: TAC Service Co-Location
1G

Leveraging of partner relationships (third parties or government agencies) to deliver TAC-like services from partner locations. 

This effort seeks to strengthen the connection and ease of access of the IRS, partners, and taxpayers through co-location while 

reducing facilities costs. It determines whether the Virtual VITA (Virtual Services Delivery location linking back to IRS location) effort 

can address these goals and establish a more explicit strategy that connects the growth of Virtual VITA sites with the future of TAC 

locations. Further, it develops the “hub and spoke” strategy to an expanded range of Virtual VITA sites linking to either remaining 

TACs or Campus locations. This Work Area may recommend vacating some current offices, while requiring a technology 

investment to ensure necessary capabilities are present at the partner location. Work includes analysis of the partner base, Virtual 

VITA interest, and TAC locations to create and implement a strategy that leads to multi-year transition out of some IRS facilities and 

into a posture more fully leveraging partners. 

Considerations Representative Change Degree of Change

PEOPLE
Potential reorganization or change of work location for TAC and Campus 

resources and “hub and spoke model” is extended

PROCESS
Potential changes to procurement/supply chain processes to operate at 

new locations; potential change to standard operating procedures

TECHNOLOGY
Remote technology access required (i.e. extending Virtual Service Delivery 

suite implementations)

Low High

Low High

Low High

Compliance Capabilities Vision Connection:

 N/A

Value Proposition:

 Decreases real estate/facilities costs

 Enables easy access to TAC services through co-location at 

facilities that taxpayer may already use

Dependencies:

 Virtual Work & Real Estate Optimization

 Outreach Resource Optimization

Service on Demand Connection (Updates Underway):

9. Public and private partnerships 
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Pre-File Error Resolution: Return Preparation Error Detection
2A

Strengthening of relationships with third party tax preparation software or web service providers in order to perform real-time error 

detection of returns prior to submission to the IRS. This effort expands upon IRS communication to software providers of common 

errors to be checked in real-time to foster the building of checks into third party systems to prevent errors before returns are 

submitted. For example, this builds off of Turbo Tax’s “Are you sure?” functionality.

Considerations Representative Change Degree of Change

PEOPLE
Modest impact. Some SMEs to work on “services” that could be accessed 

or integrated

PROCESS
Strengthen shared efforts between external software companies, identifying 

areas were new tools could help their customers avoid mistakes. 

TECHNOLOGY
Advance rules development; APIs required to integrate services to third 

party systems

Low High

Low High

Low High

Compliance Capabilities Vision Connection:

J. Tools/ channels for self-correction/ substantiation

Value Proposition:

 Proactively reduce potential taxpayer errors; revenue 

producing, revenue enhancement, revenue protection

 Potential to reduce downstream resources to correct 

compliance issues post-filing

 Reduces taxpayer burden by helping taxpayer avoid issues 

prior to filing

Dependencies:

 Enhanced Issue Identification

Service on Demand Connection (Updates Underway):

 N/A
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Pre-File Error Resolution: Taxpayer Opt-in for Correction (by IRS)
2B

Capability of IRS to correct taxpayer returns before processing taxpayer refunds and/or selecting a treatment stream. This ability 

requires the taxpayer to grant permission to IRS to correct returns and submit to the taxpayer for approval. The capability would 

expand IRS math error authority and be supported by analytics that develop rules and models to identify return correction 

opportunities and automatically correct such returns.

Considerations Representative Change Degree of Change

PEOPLE
Potential need for call center training to respond to new inquires that cannot 

be defected to online self-service content

PROCESS
Establish new process for auto-correction for various issues and associated 

communications with taxpayers

TECHNOLOGY
Integrate data for analytics; develop automated digital communication 

system and automated correction capabilities

Low High

Low High

Low High

Compliance Capabilities Vision Connection:

 N/A

Value Proposition:

 Revenue producing, revenue enhancing, revenue protecting 

due to error correction

 Reduce taxpayer burden to enable easy method for correcting 

return

 Reduce resources spent on lower complexity exams to enable 

resources to be spent on higher complexity and higher 

revenue protecting returns

Dependencies:

 Enhanced Issue Identification

 Correctable Error Capabilities

Service on Demand Connection (Updates Underway):

 N/A
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Pre-File Error Resolution: Strategy to Accelerate the Receipt of Information 

Documents
2C

Development and implementation of methods to incentivize or compel employers, payroll providers, and taxpayers to submit 

information documents as early as feasible (and prior to current deadlines). It requires an assessment of which documents to 

target via campaigns, leveraging technology, partners and potential incentives to encourage desired behavior. Legislative authority 

would be required to compel early submission of information documents.

Considerations Representative Change Degree of Change

PEOPLE

Train customer service representatives to respond to additional inquiries 

due to increase in communications to taxpayers for additional notices in 

filing season

PROCESS
Requires identifying info returns the Service should work to receive earlier 

through cooperation and craft campaigns to encourage participation

TECHNOLOGY
Potentially changes processing approach to more iterative posture. 

Enhanced online content to help deflect associated demand from CSRs

Low High

Low High

Low High

Compliance Capabilities Vision Connection:

D. Early Information Availability

Value Proposition:

 Enhanced revenue protection; increasing ability to identify 

issues before refund issuance

 Enhanced ability to point taxpayers to self-correction at filing; 

avoiding more expensive compliance treatments

Dependencies:

 Online Taxpayer Account

 Taxpayer Digital Communication

 Taxpayer Corrective Assistance

 Behavioral Economics Analysis

Service on Demand Connection (Updates Underway):

 N/A
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Pre-File Error Resolution: Life Event Reporting Pre-File Campaign
2D

Leveraging of partnerships with third parties and government agencies who certify life events (i.e. state court granting a divorce) 

to provide educational materials that instruct taxpayers on how to stay compliant with their tax obligations given the life event. Work 

initially would focus on discovering life events (e.g. unemployment insurance, divorce, military retirement) responsible for compliance 

issues, identifying 3rd parties and government agencies with taxpayer contact, and developing targeted materials to encourage 

compliance. This effort would also urge the 3rd parties to notify the IRS in advance of appropriate life-change issues so the IRS can 

flag certain returns for review. 

Considerations Representative Change Degree of Change

PEOPLE Prioritizing different work or focus

PROCESS
Improve linkages between the service channel (e.g. SPEC) and the 

analysis and business program experts

TECHNOLOGY
Integration of data for analytics; development of automated digital 

communication system

Low High

Low High

Low High

Compliance Capabilities Vision Connection:

B. Outreach to maintain cross-year engagements

Value Proposition:

 Proactively reduce potential taxpayer errors; revenue 

producing, revenue protecting, revenue enhancing

 Reduces taxpayer burden by providing relevant information to 

taxpayers prior to filing, preventing post-filing compliance 

issues

 Potentially reduces downstream compliance costs

Dependencies:

 Enhanced IRS.gov

 Integrated Customer Service

 Quick & Accurate Customer Routing

 Taxpayer Digital Communications

 Comprehensive Analytics Strategy

 Offline Analytics for Year-Round Improvement

 Behavioral Economics Analysis

Service on Demand Connection (Updates Underway):

 N/A
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Account Access: Taxpayer/Third Party Authentication
3A

Capability of the IRS to confirm taxpayer or tax preparer’s identity across multiple channels. It leverages common practices and 

existing authentication measures such as shared secrets, out of wallet and user ID and password combinations, as well as current IRS 

efforts such as Return Preparer Registration Identity Verification Service system to ensure secure communications. When high-

risk circumstances occur, additional security measures will be invoked. Supplementary actions also can be taken by expanding the use 

of the pilot PIN program and other ongoing identify protection efforts. It also ensures that taxpayers are notified of third party 

activities that occur within their accounts.

Considerations Representative Change Degree of Change

PEOPLE Train resources in authentication processes

PROCESS
Establish new process to authenticate over channels; New process for 

taxpayers and tax preparers to login to online accounts

TECHNOLOGY Development of authentication system; review of ICAM policies

Low High

Low High

Low High

Compliance Capabilities Vision Connection:

A. Tools and access to information an data to help understand/ 

fulfill tax filing/ payment requirements

Value Proposition:

 Increase efficiency in communicating with taxpayers and tax 

preparers 

 Combine disparate logins and taxpayer/3rd party tools across 

the IRS via single sign-on

 Consolidates important authentication efforts under common 

leadership

Dependencies:

 N/A

Service on Demand Connection (Updates Underway):

14. Secure filing and services with heightened authentication
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Account Access: Online Taxpayer Account
3B

Delivery of a basic online account for taxpayers that builds on the “Get Transcript” capability that began in January 2014 and works 

in close association with Taxpayer Digital Communications and Authentication capabilities to provide the platform for taxpayer and 

3rd party functionality. Additional functionality in the Account is captured in separate Work Areas: payment, records, self-correction, 

which are detailed in other Work Areas under this Account Access Initiative.

Considerations Representative Change Degree of Change

PEOPLE Create dedicated online account operation and maintenance team

PROCESS Develop process to integrate online account with related Work Areas

TECHNOLOGY Develop digital architecture for online account functionality

Low High

Low High

Low High

Compliance Capabilities Vision Connection:

J. Tools/ channels for self-correction/ substation

Value Proposition:

 Reduce ongoing cost of customer service/assistance

Dependencies:

 Taxpayer Digital Communication

 Taxpayer/ 3rd Party Authentication

Service on Demand Connection (Updates Underway):

15. Access and edit account information with integration across 

channels
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Account Access: Electronic Records
3C

Secure and accurate delivery of historical taxpayer information through the taxpayer’s online IRS account. Accordingly, this Work Area 

builds off of existing efforts, such as “Get Transcript.” This effort will initially focus on providing four transcript types (Return 

Transcript, Record of Account Transcript, Account Transcript, and Wage & Income Transcript) in an easy to read, understandable 

format. Moving forward, it will focus on adding new products and additional data to the current inventory. This Work Area will also 

enable taxpayers to provide authorization for select 3rd parties to access their historical information.

Considerations Representative Change Degree of Change

PEOPLE Reduced call and other services volume for call centers

PROCESS
Enhance submission processing for integrating transcripts and returns to 

accounts

TECHNOLOGY
Augmented architecture to support integrating transcripts and returns to 

accounts

Low High

Low High

Low High

Compliance Capabilities Vision Connection:

J. Tools/ channels for self-correction/ substantiation

Value Proposition:

 Reduce ongoing cost for providing historical information to 

taxpayers

 Reduce taxpayer burden to obtain historical tax information

Dependencies:

 Online Taxpayer Account

 Taxpayer Digital Communication

 Taxpayer/ 3rd Party Authentication

Service on Demand Connection (Updates Underway):

6. Submit and manage digital documents – secure email, 

document upload

15. Access and edit account information with integration across 

channels

16. Provide tax records via self-service
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Account Access: Digital Payment
3D

Provision of a secure, digital means for taxpayers to submit payments and view tax bills, balance due, payment history, and 

existing installment agreements. Over time, this would provide a variety of payment alternatives mirroring commonly available 

commercial bill pay options. This work includes providing a multi-channel approach to allow taxpayers to access payment options 

via online, mobile, or phone as well as sending taxpayers transparent explanations and next steps for resolving payment issues, and 

timely payment reminders and confirmations. This effort would also enable taxpayers to provide authorization for select third parties to 

view payment information, process payments, and receive payment reminders and confirmations.

Considerations Representative Change Degree of Change

PEOPLE Retrain customer service reps to direct taxpayers to digital payment options

PROCESS
Develop process to accept digital payments and various payment options 

(e.g., 12 monthly installments; quarterly; etc.)

TECHNOLOGY Develop digital payment processing technology system

Low High

Low High

Low High

Compliance Capabilities Vision Connection:

 N/A

Value Proposition:

 Reduce ongoing cost for processing taxpayer payments

 Revenue producing

 Reduce taxpayer burden for paying tax return balances 

Dependencies:

 Online Taxpayer Account

 Taxpayer Digital Communication

 Online Taxpayer Account

 Taxpayer/ 3rd Party Authentication

 Enhanced IRS.gov

Service on Demand Connection (Updates Underway):

2. Promote deflection – user fees, marketing self-service, 

kiosks, mobile workforce solutions

10. Simplify bill with improved content, standardized payment 

criteria, clear next steps

11. Pay online integrated with online account and digital status 

updates

12. Pay over phone through IVR or live assistance
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Account Access: Refund Status Transparency
3E

Expansion of “Where’s My Refund” process and technology into other communication channels, primarily push notifications. 

Taxpayers would be able to opt-in for these notifications and track their refund status via online, mobile, and phone. 

Considerations Representative Change Degree of Change

PEOPLE Additional personnel needed for increased call and service volume

PROCESS Develop process to distribute refund status notifications

TECHNOLOGY Develop digital architecture for distributing refund status notifications

Low High

Low High

Low High

Compliance Capabilities Vision Connection:

 N/A

Value Proposition:

 Reduce costs for providing refund status to taxpayers while 

enhancing customer service

 Reduce taxpayer burden for obtaining refund information

Dependencies:

 Online Taxpayer Account

 Taxpayer Digital Communication

 Online Taxpayer Account

 Taxpayer/ 3rd Party Authentication

Service on Demand Connection (Updates Underway):

4. Proactive digital status notifications (including 3rd party)
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Account Access: Online 3rd Party Account
3F

Provision of 3rd party access to a taxpayer’s account once taxpayer authorization has been granted. Select 3rd parties would 

enter the account through a personalized portal that verifies their identity through a username and password and PIN combination. 

This Work Area would also provide the user-interface for the 3rd parties to perform a variety of functions (e.g., submit payments, view 

their account status, access their previous tax records, adjust their account settings and communication preferences) and builds off the 

existing OLS Online Account effort. 

Considerations Representative Change Degree of Change

PEOPLE
Potential requirement to train customer service representatives to engage 

with third parties to support account

PROCESS
Adjustments to processes taking into consideration the existence of an 

online account

TECHNOLOGY Develop digital architecture for online account functionality

Low High

Low High

Low High

Compliance Capabilities Vision Connection:

I. Communication channels to alert taxpayers/ designees 

quickly of possible issues

Value Proposition:

 Reduce ongoing cost for providing updates to 3rd parties

 Reduce taxpayer burden for receiving updates on tax 

information

 Enhances customer service

Dependencies:

 Online Taxpayer Account

 Taxpayer Digital Communication

 Online Taxpayer Account

 Taxpayer/ 3rd Party Authentication

Service on Demand Connection (Updates Underway):

17. Provide tax records via 3rd parties and establish e-help/ PPS 

type of support
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Digital Self-Correction: Taxpayer Digital Communication
4A

Secure, online interaction with the IRS, including the potential to upload documents. This work creates a secure communications 

hub that can be leveraged by multiple programs in the IRS and closely links to the Online Taxpayer Account effort. It includes 

sending taxpayers a digital communication through online or mobile channels that directs the taxpayer to check for updated information 

in their online account. The document upload and secure communication aspect of this Work Area is a key facet of maximizing self-

correction, particularly with respect to rapidly offering substantiation of refundable credit claims. 

Considerations Representative Change Degree of Change

PEOPLE Retraining of personnel to acclimate to new communications procedures

PROCESS
Retooling of various processes to implement secure, digital communication 

with taxpayers

TECHNOLOGY Develop architecture for digital communications

Low High

Low High

Low High

Compliance Capabilities Vision Connection:

I. Communication channels to alert taxpayers/ designees 

quickly of possible issues

Value Proposition:

 Reduce costs for providing updates to taxpayers

 Reduce taxpayer burden for receiving updates on tax 

information

 Enabler of digital self-correction through secure document 

upload and communications

Dependencies:

 Online Taxpayer Account

 Taxpayer/ 3rd Party Authentication

Service on Demand Connection (Updates Underway):

4. Proactive digital status notifications (including 3rd party)

6. Submit and manage digital documents – secure email, 

document upload
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Digital Self-Correction: Taxpayer Corrective Assistance
4B

Supply of tools to guide the taxpayer through issue resolution. Once prompted to the presence of an issue, these capabilities

allow taxpayers to quickly and easily make corrections online by directing taxpayers through corrective steps and providing 

explanations. This effort focuses on select issues based on volume and complexity and develops a strategy to create Corrective 

Assistance capabilities, first focusing on simpler, high volume issues and progressing over time to more complex issue resolution. 

Ultimately, this Corrective Assistance technology might extend to the 1040X, but that appears the most complex and challenging 

element.

Considerations Representative Change Degree of Change

PEOPLE
Potential retraining of customer service representatives to answer inquiries 

related to corrective assistance

PROCESS
Opportunity to rethink relationship of issue identification and notice cycle, 

fully leveraging digital communications paths and online corrective tools

TECHNOLOGY
Build Corrective Assistance content, including mobile functionality to enable 

self correction

Low High

Low High

Low High

Compliance Capabilities Vision Connection:

J. Tools/ channels for self-correction/ substantiation

Value Proposition:

 Reduces taxpayer burden by providing information and 

offering methods to self-correct 

 Decreases resource spent on lower complexity enforcement 

activities, enabling more effort on higher complexity, 

potentially higher revenue protecting activities

Dependencies:

 Enhanced IRS.gov

 Online Taxpayer Account

 Taxpayer Digital Communication

Service on Demand Connection (Updates Underway):

18. Change return online with secure document upload

19. Change return over the phone

20. Change return via amended return with electronically 

processed 1040x
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5A

Assuming proposed Corrective Error Authority is approved by Congress, development of rules and capabilities to automatically 

correct select errors on forms similar to existing math error-related capabilities. Capabilities include issue identification, refund hold 

or adjustments, issue resolution and communication with taxpayers. 

. 

Enhanced Issue Identification & Triage: Correctable Error Capabilities

Considerations Representative Change Degree of Change

PEOPLE
Evolve analytics capabilities to update rules for using correctable error 

capability. Extend training for CSRs

PROCESS
Coordinate analytics functions, math error technology and internal data 

systems to update rules and forms in real-time

TECHNOLOGY Potentially some enhancement of existing systems

Low High

Low High

Low High

Compliance Capabilities Vision Connection:

 N/A

Service on Demand Connection (Updates Underway):

 N/A

Value Proposition:

 Reduces taxpayer burden by enabling auto-correction for 

compliance issues; revenue protecting

 Decreases resource spent on lower complexity enforcement 

activities, enabling more effort on higher complexity, 

potentially higher revenue protecting activities

Dependencies:

 Comprehensive Analytic Strategy

 Taxpayer Digital Communication
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5B

Evolution of capabilities to analyze tax and information returns, inclusive of rules, models and ultimately the potential for new 

teams of subject matter experts and analysts to focus identifying compliance issues. Over the near-term, this effort would improve 

models and create new rules that leverage emerging or pending technologies. Applications include return assessment, treatment 

stream alignment, case selection and other automated applications that can assist in managing inventory.

Enhanced Issue Identification & Triage: Enhanced Issue Identification

Considerations Representative Change Degree of Change

PEOPLE
New capabilities potentially required for integrated teams of business and 

technology savvy staff to work the real-time data stream

PROCESS
Utilize analytics to update in real-time to detect patterns and determine 

appropriate treatment streams

TECHNOLOGY Enhance analytic functions; secure messaging

Low High

Low High

Low High

Compliance Capabilities Vision Connection:

E. Integrated risk assessment approach

K. In-year recalibration of return assessment, treatment 

alignment and case selection rules

Service on Demand Connection (Updates Underway):

 N/A

Value Proposition:

 Reduces workforce costs due to reduction in manual issue 

identification

 Enables identification of more cases that can potentially be 

self-corrected; revenue protecting, revenue producing, 

revenue enhancing

Dependencies:

 Comprehensive Analytic Strategy

 Real-time Collection Engagement

 Enterprise Treatment Stream Alignment

 Taxpayer Digital Communications

 Taxpayer Corrective Assistance
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5C

Development of new capabilities that will align returns to treatment streams (including refund payment) once issues are identified and 

flagged in real-time processing. This effort would generate rule-based process through which returns are routed to the appropriate 

treatment stream considering return characteristics and capacity levels of treatment streams. These rules would assign returns 

not only to classic treatment areas but also to new communications treatment streams that drive “at-filing error resolution.” Ultimately, 

these processes would react in real-time to changes in the environment and update rules that drive returns to the different 

streams.

Enhanced Issue Identification & Triage: Enterprise Treatment Stream 

Alignment

Considerations Representative Change Degree of Change

PEOPLE
Similar to previous Work Area, this may require new competencies and team 

types to monitor and dynamically adjust the treatment stream alignment

PROCESS
Work to create new treatment streams (especially notice or digital 

communications) and dynamically updated rules-based environment

TECHNOLOGY
Rules engine to operate on indexing and flags assigned in real-time process 

and direct returns to the appropriate treatment stream

Low High

Low High

Low High

Compliance Capabilities Vision Connection:

F. Enterprise treatment planning

G. Effective treatment stream alignment

Value Proposition:

 Reduces workforce costs due to reduction in manual issue 

identification

 Reduces resources required for treatment stream alignment 

and case selection

Dependencies:

 Comprehensive Analytic Strategy

 Real-time Collection Treatment

 Enterprise Treatment Stream Alignment

 Data Collection, Cleaning & Storage

Service on Demand Connection (Updates Underway):

1. Demand management and analytics 
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5D

Continued evolution of case selection to drive various Exam and Collection programs for maximum efficiency, leveraging of new 

capabilities to index and flag returns. Over the near-term, this effort would build on emerging tools to improve selection of exam 

areas (e.g. high AGI cases). Longer-term, new capabilities would be developed to improve not only case selection for post-filing 

Compliance activities but also to identify pre-emptive case selection (preemptive collection activities or preparer engagement in filing 

season).

Enhanced Issue Identification & Triage: Case Selection Enhancement

Considerations Representative Change Degree of Change

PEOPLE
Also may require some new teams or even competencies to direct the “next 

best case” inside the appropriate treatment stream (e.g. Corr. Exam)

PROCESS
Most substantial process adjustment may pertain to case selection for 

preemptive cases, otherwise builds on existing processes

TECHNOLOGY
Rules engine to operate on indexing and flags assigned in real-time process 

and direct returns to the appropriate treatment stream

Low High

Low High

Low High

Compliance Capabilities Vision Connection:

F. Enterprise treatment planning

Value Proposition:

 Increases IRS revenue and revenue protection

 Reduces resources required for case selection

Dependencies:

 Comprehensive Analytic Strategy

 Real-time Collection Management

Service on Demand Connection (Updates Underway):

 N/A
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5E

Use of analytics and 3rd party data to create a fuller picture of individual taxpayers to identify citizens who may be eligible for 

credits. If a taxpayer is eligible for a credit, the IRS would send a digital notification providing instructions on how to properly file 

the return. At a more advanced level, and coupled with other capabilities like Corrective Error Authority, the IRS might be able to apply 

the credit to an identified taxpayer’s return post-filing if s/he did not claim it originally.

Enhanced Issue Identification & Triage: Proactively Identifying Taxpayers 

Eligible for Credits

Considerations Representative Change Degree of Change

PEOPLE Increased call and service volume as a result of additional notifications

PROCESS Creation of the process to identify individuals and send notices

TECHNOLOGY Leverages the same technology as other soft notice programs

Low High

Low High

Low High

Compliance Capabilities Vision Connection:

E. Integrated risk assessment approach

Value Proposition:

 Enables increased compliance prior to filing

 Reduces likelihood of taxpayer filing an amended return

 Reduces taxpayer burden

 Enhanced customer service

Dependencies:

 Comprehensive Analytic Strategy

 Real-time Error Collection Management

 Data Collection, Cleaning and Storage

Service on Demand Connection (Updates Underway):

 N/A
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6A

Development of back-end functionality to the taxpayer account that enables customer service representatives (CSRs) to view 

taxpayer information and previous IRS interactions (contact history over multiple filing seasons). In addition, CSRs would have the 

ability to update information and provide comments on the interaction with the taxpayer. This effort would provide a holistic approach 

to interactions across different channels to ensure a seamless taxpayer experience and integrate information on interactions with 

taxpayer’s authorized 3rd parties.

Optimized Phone Channel: Integrated Customer Service

Considerations Representative Change Degree of Change

PEOPLE
Training CSRs to use a wider set of tools and specific techniques to 

leverage contact history data

PROCESS Update customer service protocols and tools

TECHNOLOGY
Enhance technology capabilities in a very targeted effort to provide 

essential functionality without a major CRM-like commitment

Low High

Low High

Low High

Compliance Capabilities Vision Connection:

 N/A

Value Proposition:

 Improves customer service and reduces taxpayer burden

 Decreases resource costs to service a taxpayer with multiple 

issues that cut across multiple IRS business units or channels

Dependencies:

 N/A

Service on Demand Connection (Updates Underway):

8. CSR tools
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6B

Capability to analyze customer contact historical data to understand trends and position the Service to better anticipate and 

handle phone and other service volume. This effort also delivers the ability to better plan and manage the CSR workforce including 

new capabilities that will enable estimating lifecycle costs for taxpayers and the ability to improve call routing. 

Optimized Phone Channel: Demand Management and Analytics 

Considerations Representative Change Degree of Change

PEOPLE
Training of JOC and some management staff to use a wider range of 

operational tools and program analysts for lifecycle cost type analytics

PROCESS Update customer service protocols and tools

TECHNOLOGY
Insertion of new capabilities for workload planning, demand analysis, 

routing insights, and lifecycle cost work

Low High

Low High

Low High

Compliance Capabilities Vision Connection:

 N/A

Value Proposition:

 Streamlines customer service management

 Decreases service workload and time

 Improves IRS relations with taxpayers by reducing call hold 

times

Dependencies:

 N/A

Service on Demand Connection (Updates Underway):

1. Demand management and analytics 
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6C

Improvement to IRS Interactive Voice Response (IVR, self service) capabilities. This work will address call routing and 

improvements to simplify and expand scripting necessary to guide taxpayers through issue resolution. Special focus will be 

paid to improving the customer experience by ensuring calls are resolved accurately and quickly. Phase-based IVR would become the 

preferred path to direct taxpayers with pre-filing assistance needs and at-filing issues who cannot be deflected to online issue

resolution.

Optimized Phone Channel: Quick and Accurate Customer Routing 

Considerations Representative Change Degree of Change

PEOPLE Modest impacts. SME support to the effort

PROCESS
Detailed analysis of available IVR options, performance of current scripts to 

position content changes

TECHNOLOGY Largely enhancements to existing IVR systems

Low High

Low High

Low High

Compliance Capabilities Vision Connection:

 N/A

Service on Demand Connection (Updates Underway):

7. Quick and accurate customer routing

Value Proposition:

 Streamlines customer service management

 Decreases service workload and time

 Improves IRS relations with taxpayers

Dependencies:

 Digital Self-Correction
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7A

Realignment of pre-refund compliance activities into Wage & Investment and post-refund actions into Small Business/ Self-Employed 

to leverage specialization and reduce duplication of efforts across the two BODs. Work will minimize near-term disruptions in 

realigning leaders and staff, while positioning for operational efficiencies over the mid- to long-term. Realignment would result in 

greater customer service, reduced risk, and more efficient use of resources. 

Restructured Compliance Activities: W&I and SB/SE Realignment

Considerations Representative Change Degree of Change

PEOPLE
Potential changes to organization structure, roles/responsibilities, positions, 

and competencies

PROCESS
Evolve multiple different processes to move toward a more 

standardized/consistent approach for conducting compliance efforts

TECHNOLOGY Integration of existing technology (where applicable)

Low High

Low High

Low High

Compliance Capabilities Vision Connection:

 N/A

Service on Demand Connection (Updates Underway):

 N/A

Value Proposition:

 Reduction in the cost of conducting compliance activities

 Greater effectiveness in tax administration due to 

specialization

 Improved customer service

Dependencies:

 N/A
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7B

Determination of the feasibility and advantages of shifting more work to a virtual environment (both campus and field 

activities) and enabling a geographically flexible operation. This effort would examine alternative work models in concert with 

the HR function, NTEU, and real estate teams to converge on a plan to reduce real estate footprint and costs for compliance. The 

Service would leverage technology (e.g. Virtual Services Delivery, digital cases) to achieve this model, allowing many of the 

interactions between the IRS and taxpayers to be handled irrespective of geography. This builds on programs like Correspondence 

Exam Assessment Program. Additionally, centers of excellence for particular issues or services could be created in geographic 

areas across the country, allowing increased innovation and learning amongst peers.

Restructured Compliance Activities: Virtual Work & Real Estate 

Optimization

Considerations Representative Change Degree of Change

PEOPLE
Potential changes to organization structure, work locations/geography, 

roles/responsibilities, positions, and competencies

PROCESS
Evolve multiple different processes to move toward a more 

standardized/consistent approach for conducting compliance efforts

TECHNOLOGY

Integration of existing technology; development and deployment of tools to 

support virtual work environment (e.g. video conferencing, live meeting, 

screen sharing)

Low High

Low High

Low High

Compliance Capabilities Vision Connection:

 N/A

Value Proposition:

 Reduced costs for compliance due to ability to perform some 

compliance activities virtually that are currently performed in 

person

 Reduced taxpayer burden by enabling virtual exam alternative 

to correspondence exams

 Reduced costs for real estate/facilities

Dependencies:

 W&I and SB/SE Realignment

 Digitized Cases

 Enterprise Treatment Stream Alignment

Service on Demand Connection (Updates Underway):

 N/A
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7C

Coordination with other government agencies to restrict services for taxpayers with delinquent federal tax debt. This effort 

identifies the relevant services and leverages partner and government agency networks to adopt the approach and creates 

necessary capabilities to report or enable 3rd party government delinquency checks. It further examines whether a threshold of 

delinquency should be used to limit government-wide services, which may include restricting passport issuance, security clearances 

approval, and Medicare reimbursement. The GAO report that introduced this idea identified a $5.8 billion opportunity as a result of only 

restricting passports to about 1% of citizens who received a passport and owed federal tax. 

Restructured Compliance Activities: Establish Service Limitations

Considerations Representative Change Degree of Change

PEOPLE
Potential need to create small CSR cells to handle questions or address 

issues with service limitation “cases” 

PROCESS
Coordinating with other government agencies or state/local to both set 

thresholds and determine information sharing

TECHNOLOGY
Develop requirements and build mechanisms to share data with 

government partners

Low High

Low High

Low High

Compliance Capabilities Vision Connection:

 N/A

Value Proposition:

 Increases IRS revenue producing, revenue protecting, 

revenue enhancing

 Encourages compliant taxpayer behavior

Dependencies:

 Life Event Reporting Campaign

 Behavioral Economics Analysis

Service on Demand Connection (Updates Underway):

 N/A
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8A

Improved case management system that triages and distributes cases from a central inventory and provides new tools and 

processes used to handle and close a case. This system would allow an integrated workload strategy that aligns to the Service’s 

priorities and would facilitate multifunctional access to data and past taxpayer interaction information. The centralized inventory 

would also enable the tracking of treatment outcomes across the Service to support information feedback and further inform case 

selection and triage. In the fullest sense, this becomes unified case management applicable in multiple parts of the enterprise to 

understand the case environment, status, and assignments.

Improved Case Work Environment: Improved Case Management

Considerations Representative Change Degree of Change

PEOPLE Training staff (and managers) to use the new tools

PROCESS

Adapt processes to track preemptive compliance activities along with 

existing post-filing activities. Expand to include Account Management 

needs

TECHNOLOGY
This is a major technology effort to handle tracking of cases, potentially in a 

Service-wide, multi business line mode

Low High

Low High

Low High

Compliance Capabilities Vision Connection:

E. Integrated risk assessment approach

H. Ability to monitor both inventory and treatment outcomes and 

adapt in-year (enterprise case management)

Value Proposition:

 Optimizes use of limited resources and better aligns cases to 

workforce skills and availability; revenue producing, revenue 

enhancing, revenue protecting

Dependencies:

 Digitized Cases

 Case Selection Enhancement

 Enterprise Compliance Metrics

Service on Demand Connection:

5. Integrate case management
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8B

Shift from paper case files to digital case information to enable the distribution of workload by capacity instead of geography, allowing 

nimble movement of work products. This would encompass any information created or used during the treatment of a case 

including taxpayer documents (returns, transcripts, forms, etc.) as well as internal information used by the employees to record formal 

actions taken. Digitized cases will significantly reduce, if not eliminate transportation costs and lessen the taxpayer and IRS burden 

caused by lost physical case files. Resources used to maintain physical case files could be redirected to assist in higher priority 

operational efforts.  

Improved Case Work Environment: Digitized Cases

Considerations Representative Change Degree of Change

PEOPLE Modest impact. Chiefly making it easier to transfer cases

PROCESS

Adapt management processes to nimbly move cases through expanding 

Lean Six Sigma effort to focus on retaining only what is absolutely essential 

for storage 

TECHNOLOGY
This is a major technology effort to ensure case content or critical case 

content is available digitally not only on campus but in the field

Low High

Low High

Low High

Compliance Capabilities Vision Connection:

C. Comprehensive view of taxpayer

Value Proposition:

 Optimizes use of limited resources and better aligns cases to 

workforce skills and availability; revenue producing, revenue 

enhancing, revenue protecting

 Reduced cost to close a case due to the elimination of paper 

records

Dependencies:

 Taxpayer Digital Communications

 Integrated Submission and Remittance Processing system

Service on Demand Connection (Updates Underway):

5. Integrate case management

6. Submit and manage digital documents
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Analytics Strategy and Infrastructure: Comprehensive Analytic 

Strategy
9A

Creation of a service-wide research and analytic strategy, or analytical agenda to better coordinate analytics efforts across the 

service. This strategy must account for the two overarching types of analytics that will be performed within a year: 1) online and 

dynamic analyses that will inform rule creation and revision and give real-time feedback to business units during their operations 

in filing season; and 2) offline analytics spanning a longer period of time that will inform findings used to plan for next year’s filing 

season. This approach must detail mechanisms to capture business needs, prioritization approaches, and refinement of 

governance structures to oversee the collective analysis efforts to minimize duplication and maximize insight for the businesses. 

Additionally, this effort will create a new approach to developing and regularly refreshing a Service-wide analysis strategy on a 

periodic basis.

Considerations Representative Change Degree of Change

PEOPLE
Potential changes to organization structure, work locations/geography, 

roles/responsibilities, positions, and competencies

PROCESS
Evolve multiple different processes to move toward a more 

standardized/consistent approach for conducting analytics efforts

TECHNOLOGY
Integration of existing technology (where applicable); development and 

deployment of tools to support required analytics

Low High

Low High

Low High

Compliance Capabilities Vision Connection:

 N/A

Service on Demand Connection (Updates Underway):

1. Demand management and analytics

Value Proposition:

 Better alignment of analytics efforts to enterprise priorities

 Potential elimination of duplications in analytics functions

 Potential reduced cost of performing analytics services

Dependencies:

 N/A
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Analytics Strategy and Infrastructure: Data Collection, Cleansing, and Storage
9B

Improvement in the data infrastructure to accelerate analytics and provide analytical insight to the business programs. This work will 

create options (systems and/or approaches) that will ingest, clean, and store data from internal and 3rd party sources for use in other 

analytic Work Areas. It will also enable data captured from different sources to be stored in a consistent format for easy 

manipulation. This effort is also critical to the IT vision of moving services to the data instead of creating copies for separate uses. 

Considerations Representative Change Degree of Change

PEOPLE
One in place, training will be required for analysts to fully leverage the new 

data environment

PROCESS
Analysts leverage new processes to drive identified datasets into a common 

data environment as well as processes to work with the data

TECHNOLOGY
This Work Area is technology centric, with a need to implement some new 

capabilities to support this vision

Low High

Low High

Low High

Compliance Capabilities Vision Connection:

C. Comprehensive view of taxpayer

D. Early information availability

M. Information feedback loop

Service on Demand Connection (Updates Underway):

 N/A

Value Proposition:

 Increased ability to conduct analyses

 Reduced cost of data usage

 Reduced cost of data transportation to applications

Dependencies:

 N/A
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Analytics Strategy and Infrastructure: Offline Analytics for Year-Round 

Improvement
9C

Improved connection between the business programs and the analytic functions to sharpen products and projects to meet 

business needs through offline analysis. This effort is focused on identifying specific tax issues with insight into audiences as 

opposed to more general demographic and segmentation products. It will also focus on swiftly testing operational remedies with rapid-

cycle feedback and create an approach for identifying and executing pilots to drive innovation in improving compliance.

Considerations Representative Change Degree of Change

PEOPLE
May force some changes in how analysis resources are organized to 

support business units and training on changes in products and processes

PROCESS
More structure to identifying tax issues, proposing analysis approaches and 

operational pilots or experiments with enough but not too much rigor

TECHNOLOGY
Improvements can be made with limited technology change, but this effort 

will benefit substantially from Data Collection, Cleansing, and Storage

Low High

Low High

Low High

Compliance Capabilities Vision Connection:

B. Outreach to maintain cross-year engagements

C. Comprehensive view of taxpayer

M. Information feedback loop

Service on Demand Connection (Updates Underway):

1. Demand management and analytics

Value Proposition:

 Fosters innovation and advancements in compliance 

capabilities

 Enables delivery of focused messages to appropriate 

segments of taxpayers to improve compliance; revenue 

protecting, revenue producing, revenue enhancing

Dependencies:

 Comprehensive Analytic Strategy

 Data Collection, Cleansing, and Storage
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Analytics Products and Activities: Behavioral Economic Analysis
10A

Evolution of the IRS understanding of how to change taxpayer and preparer behavior. While a branch of offline analysis, this effort 

focuses on developing competencies, capabilities and processes to address behavioral change. It will establish principles and 

approaches around behavioral economics (and potentially various forensic methods) that can be applied more broadly across 

offline analytical Work Areas over time. This work will also strengthen capabilities within the IRS to support a growing set of efforts 

to promote changed behavior, leveraging academic and other resources as appropriate. Ultimately, the learnings and concepts 

developed will be applied to tax forms and data fields to understand the best structure to achieve the desired results.

Considerations Representative Change Degree of Change

PEOPLE
May require some hiring and training to create small teams focused on 

these types of analyses

PROCESS
Like other offline analysis, these projects will require a tight linkage to the 

business and a link to new processes for experiments or pilots

TECHNOLOGY
This is anticipated to be a modest technology requirement, but will benefit 

substantially from Data Collection, Cleansing and Storage

Low High

Low High

Low High

Compliance Capabilities Vision Connection:

 N/A

Value Proposition:

 Potential for increase in revenue due to behavior changes in 

taxpayers; revenue producing, revenue enhancing, revenue 

protecting

 Potential for decreased downstream resource costs due to 

upfront compliance

Dependencies:

 Offline Analytics

 Data Collection, Cleansing, and Storage

Service on Demand Connection (Updates Underway):

10. Simplify bill 
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Analytics Products and Activities: IRS Compliance Metrics
10B

Creation of new measures as Revenue Agents, Revenue Officers, Tax Examiners and other staff conventionally focused on case 

closure shift to some percent of preemptive work. This effort works closely with various preemptive efforts and emerging at-filing 

resolution capabilities to understand not only the performance in those areas but the connection to historical post-filing compliance 

measures. This effort should result in new measurement expectations for existing areas and well as new measures (particularly 

for preemption work and new at-filing issue resolution), which will help communicate effectively the pay-off of preemption work 

while continuing to capture relevant measures for revenue and revenue protection in post-filing compliance. 

Considerations Representative Change Degree of Change

PEOPLE
Training will be required on the new measurement system for staff and 

managers to ensure behavior changes in the desired direction

PROCESS
New methods to measure the effectiveness of preemptive work must be 

integrated operationally as well as in program planning

TECHNOLOGY
This is not expected to be a major technology effort, but some changes may 

be required in management systems

Low High

Low High

Low High

Compliance Capabilities Vision Connection:

L. Measurement of long-term behavior change/ lifetime cost 

efficiency

Value Proposition:

 Quantifiable proof of concept for activities

 Organizational consensus building

 Incented actions through an articulated goal

Dependencies:

 N/A

Service on Demand Connection (Updates Underway):

 N/A
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Priority Work Areas
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SB/SE and W&I Strategy Sessions identified points of strategic emphasis to initiate 

joint BOD dialogue on priority Work Areas.

SB/SE AND W&I STRATEGY

SESSION OBJECTIVES

 Orient BOD Executives to Concept Diagram, Initiatives, and Work Areas

 Discuss mapping of Initiatives and Work Areas to CCV and SOD efforts to date

 Facilitate a set of interactive exercises on Work Areas to inform future prioritization

CONCEPT DIAGRAM

WEIGHTING

Understand BOD Executives’ perspective on relative 

degree of change needed across four focus areas to 

enable the compliance and service vision 

INITIATIVES

WEIGHTING

Gain BOD Executive feedback on the level of 

investment emphasis to place on respective

Initiatives across each of the four focus areas

WORK AREAS

VOTING

Solicit BOD Executive input on Work Area 

importance and criticality to the business, 

along with connectivity to other Work Areas 

Initiatives

Work Areas:

Vision and Focus Areas
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BOD prioritization and sequencing discussions help to identify which CONOPS Work 

Areas should be addressed and further detailed to inform the upcoming budget cycle.

PREEMPTION

1C:  Corrective Employer Guidance

1F:  Enhanced irs.gov

1G:  TAC Service Co-location

2A:  Return Preparer Error 

Detection

2B:  Taxpayer Opt-in for Correction

2C:  Strategy to Accelerate Receipt 

of Info. Documents

2D:  Life Event Reporting Pre-File 

Campaign

ISSUE IDENTIFICATION, FILING RESOLUTION

3E:  Refund Status Transparency

3F:  Online 3rd Party Account

4B:  Taxpayer Corrective Assistance

5A:  Correctable Error Capabilities

5E:  Proactively Identifying Taxpayers 

Eligible for Credits

6A:  Integrated Customer Service

6B:  Demand Management and Analytics

6C:  Quick and Accurate Customer 

Routing

INSIGHT

9B:  Data Collection, Cleansing, and 

Storage

9C:  Offline Analytics for Year-Round 

Improvement

10A:  Behavioral Economic Analysis

10B:  IRS Compliance Metrics

MAXIMUM ENFORCEMENT RESULTS

7C:  Establish Service Limitations

PREEMPTION

1A:  Data-Driven Targeted 

Campaigns

1B:  Preemptive Preparer 

Campaigns  

1D:  Real-Time Collection 

Engagement

1E:  Outreach Resource 

Optimization

ISSUE IDENTIFICATION, FILING RESOLUTION

3A:  Taxpayer/3rd Party Authentication

3B:  Online Taxpayer Account

3C:  Electronic Records

3D:  Digital Payment

4A:  Taxpayer Digital Communications

5B:  Enhanced Issue Identification

5C:  Enterprise Treatment Stream 

Alignment

5D:  Case Selection Enhancement

INSIGHT

9A:  Comprehensive Analytic 

Strategy

MAXIMUM ENFORCEMENT RESULTS

7A:  W&I and SB/SE Realignment

7B:  Virtual Work and Real Estate 

Optimization

8A:  Improved Case Management

8B:  Digitized Cases

PHASE 1:  1-3 YEARS (17 WORK AREAS) PHASE 2:  2-5+ YEARS (20 WORK AREAS)

73

Work Areas:  Builds out work detail 

Identifies discrete, actionable pieces of work to operationalize efforts

2D

5C

8B

1E

3E

6C

10B

1G

4A

1A

3A

5D

9A

7A

2A

4B

1B

3B

5E

9B

7B

2B

5A

1C

3C

6A

9C

7C

2C

5B

1D

3D

6B

10A

8A

Insight

Preemption

Maximum Enforcement Results

1F

3FIssue Identification, 
Filing Resolution
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A
Appendix
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The IRS Compliance and Services Capability Map Identifies the key organizational 

competencies needed to achieve the compliance and services vision.
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CCV and SOD Mapping
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The Compliance Capabilities Vision included a Draft Blueprint identifying key 

enabling capabilities.

Enabling Capability Phase

A Tools and access to information and data to help understand / fulfill tax filing / payment requirements Prevention / 

Outreach

B Outreach to maintain cross-year engagements

C Comprehensive view of taxpayer “At-filing” / upfront

return assessment
D Early information availability

E Integrated risk assessment approach

F Enterprise Treatment planning Simultaneous and 

iterative treatment 

stream alignmentG Effective treatment stream alignment

H Ability to monitor both inventory and treatment outcomes and adapt in-year (Enterprise case 

management)

I Communication channels to alert taxpayers and preparers quickly of possible issues Early taxpayer 

engagement and 

resolutionJ Tools / channels for self-correction / substantiation

K In-year recalibration of return assessment, treatment alignment and case selection rules Rapid cycle 

feedback and 

responseL Measurement of long-term behavior change / lifetime cost efficiency

M Information feedback loop / Integrated processes and systems Across phases

N Partnerships with preparers, software providers, and 3rd parties

O Online Service enablers (e.g. e-Authentication, Taxpayer Account)

The following table was provided by CCV:

- Sensitive but Unclassified -
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Service On Demand identified 20 new business capabilities deliver the future 

taxpayer experience.

Enabling Capability Area

1 Demand management and analytics - understand / forecast lifecycle cost / workload (5) Benefits multiple 

areas
2 Promote deflection - user fees, marketing self-service, kiosks, mobile workforce solutions (16)

3 Improve online content - web-friendly, searchable, plain-language and tailored content (5)

4 Proactive digital status notifications (including 3rd Party) (15)

5 Integrate case management - cross-channel history, public-facing status codes (19)

6 Submit and manage digital documents - secure email, document upload (13)

7 Quick and accurate customer routing - redesigned IVR/routing/scripting/retention (5)

8 CSR tools - enhance Interactive Tax [Law] Assistant (ITA & ITLA), CSR co-browsing (3)

9 Public and private partnerships - TAC service co-location (4)

10 Simplify bill with improved content, standardized payment criteria, clear next steps (6) Billing & Payments

11 Pay online integrated with online account and digital status updates (7)

12 Pay over phone through IVR or live assistance (7)

13 Proactive and targeted outreach to error-prone taxpayer types and past offenders (5) Enforcement

14 Secure filing and services with heightened authentication (7) ID Theft / PINs

15 Access and edit account information with integration across channels (7) Ind. Acc. Assist.

16 Provide tax records via self-service (9) Records

17 Provide tax records via 3rd Parties and establish e-help / PPS type of support (10) Return Changes

18 Change return online with secure document upload (11)

19 Change return over the phone (4)

20 Change return via amended return with electronically processed 1040X (2)

- IRS Internal Use Only / Not for Distribution -

*All Refunds capabilities are captured in Benefits multiple areas

The following table was provided by SOD:
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Initiatives from SOD and CCV have been mapped to Initiatives and Work Areas in 

the CONOPS to illustrate connectivity (Slide 1 of 3).

CONOPS Mapping to SOD and CCV

CONOPS Work Areas

CONOPS 

Working 

Area 

Number

Source SOD or CCV Phase SOD or CCV Capability

CCV Prevention/ Outreach Outreach to Maintain Cross-Year Engagements

CCV Early Taxpayer Engagement and ResolutionCommunication channels to alert taxpayers/ designees quickly of possible issues

CCV Cross-cutting Information feedback loop/ integrated processes and systems

SOD Benefits Multiple Areas Proactive digital status notifications (including 3rd Party)

SOD Enforcement Proactive and targeted outreach to error-prone taxpayer types and past offenders 

CCV Prevention/ Outreach Tools and access to information and data to help taxpayers understand and fulfill tax filing and payment requirements

CCV Cross-cutting Information feedback loop/ integrated processes and systems

CCV Cross-cutting Partnership with preparers, software providers, and 3rd parties

SOD Benefits Multiple Areas Proactive digital status notifications (including 3rd Party)

SOD Individual Account AssistanceAccess and edit account information 

Corrective Employer 

Guidance
1C - - -

Real Time Collection 

Engagement
1D CCV Cross-cutting Information feedback loop/ integrated processes and systems

Outreach Resource 

Optimization
1E - - -

CCV Prevention/ Outreach Tools and access to information and data to help taxpayers understand and fulfill tax filing and payment requirements

CCV Cross-cutting Online Service enablers (e.g., e-authentication, taxpayer account)

SOD Benefits Multiple Areas Improve online content - web-friendly, searchable, plain-language and tailored content

TAC Service Colaction 1G SOD Benefits Multiple Areas Public and Private Partnerships

CCV Early Taxpayer Engagement and ResolutionTools/ channels for self-correction/ substatiation

CCV Cross-cutting Information feedback loop/ integrated processes and systems

CCV Cross-cutting Partnership with preparers, software providers, and 3rd parties

CCV Cross-cutting Online Service enablers (e.g., e-authentication, taxpayer account)

Taxpayer Opt-In for 

Correction (by IRS)
2B - - -

CCV "At-Filing" / Upfront Return AssessmentEarly Information Availability

CCV Cross-cutting Partnership with preparers, software providers, and 3rd parties

CCV Cross-cutting Online Service enablers (e.g., e-authentication, taxpayer account)

CCV Prevention/ Outreach Outreach to Maintain Cross-Year Engagements

CCV Cross-cutting Information feedback loop/ integrated processes and systems

CCV Cross-cutting Partnership with preparers, software providers, and 3rd parties

SOD Enforcement Proactive and targeted outreach to error-prone taxpayer types and past offenders 

CCV Prevention/ Outreach Tools and access to information and data to help taxpayers understand and fulfill tax filing and payment requirements

CCV Cross-cutting Online Service enablers (e.g., e-authentication, taxpayer account)

SOD ID Theft/ PINs Secure filing and services with heightened authentication

CCV Early Taxpayer Engagement and ResolutionTools/ channels for self-correction/ substatiation

CCV Cross-cutting Online Service enablers (e.g., e-authentication, taxpayer account)

SOD Individual Account AssistanceAccess and edit account information with integration across channels

CCV Early Taxpayer Engagement and ResolutionTools/ channels for self-correction/ substatiation

CCV Cross-cutting Online Service enablers (e.g., e-authentication, taxpayer account)

SOD Benefits Multiple Areas Submit and manage digital documents - secure email, document upload

SOD Individual Account AssistanceAccess and edit account information with integration across channels

SOD Records Provide tax records via self-service

SOD Records Provide tax records via 3rd Parties  and establish e-help / PPS type of support 

Data-Driven Targeted 

Outreach Campaigns
1A

Preemptive Preparer 

Campaign
1B

Enhanced IRS.gov 1F

Return Preparation Error 

Detection
2A

Life Event Reporting Pre-

File Campaign
2D

Taxpayer/Third Party 

Authentication
3A

Electronic Records 3C

Strategy to Accelerate the 

Receipt of Information 

Documents

2C

Online Taxpayer Account 3B
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Initiatives from SOD and CCV have been mapped to Initiatives and Work Areas in 

the CONOPS to illustrate connectivity (Slide 2 of 3).

CONOPS Mapping to SOD and CCV

CONOPS Work Areas

CONOPS 

Working 

Area 

Number

Source SOD or CCV Phase SOD or CCV Capability

CCV Cross-cutting Online Service enablers (e.g., e-authentication, taxpayer account)

SOD Benefits Multiple Areas Promote deflection - user fees, marketing self-service, kiosks, mobile workforce solutions

SOD Billing and Payment Simplify bill with improved content, standardized payment criteria,  clear next steps

SOD Billing and Payment Pay online integrated with online account and digital status updates

SOD Billing and Payments Pay Over the Phone

Refund Status Transparency 3E - - -

CCV Early Taxpayer Engagement and ResolutionCommunication channels to alert taxpayers/ designees quickly of possible issues

CCV Cross-cutting Partnership with preparers, software providers, and 3rd parties

CCV Cross-cutting Online Service enablers (e.g., e-authentication, taxpayer account)

SOD Records Provide tax records via 3rd Parties  and establish e-help / PPS type of support

CCV Early Taxpayer Engagement and ResolutionCommunication channels to alert taxpayers/ designees quickly of possible issues

CCV Cross-cutting Online Service enablers (e.g., e-authentication, taxpayer account)

SOD Benefits Multiple Areas Proactive digital status notifications (including 3rd Party)

SOD Benefits Multiple Areas Submit and manage digital documents - secure email, document upload

CCV Early Taxpayer Engagement and ResolutionTools/ channels for self-correction/ substatiation

CCV Cross-cutting Online Service enablers (e.g., e-authentication, taxpayer account)

SOD Return Changes Change return online with secure document upload

SOD Return Changes Change return over the phone

SOD Return Changes Change return via amended return with electronically processed 10.40X

Correctable Error 

Capabilities
5A - - -

CCV "At-Filing" / Upfront Return AssessmentIntegrated risk assessment approach

CCV Rapid Cycle Feedback In-year recalibration of return assessment, treatment alignment, and case selection rules

CCV Cross-cutting Information feedback loop/ integrated processes and systems

CCV Simultaneous and Iterative Treatment Stream AlignmentEnterprise treatment planning

CCV Simultaneous and Iterative Treatment Stream AlignmentEffective treatment strem alignment

CCV Cross-cutting Information feedback loop/ integrated processes and systems

SOD Benefits Multiple Areas Demand management and analytics - understand / forecast lifecycle cost / workload

CCV Simultaneous and Iterative Treatment Stream AlignmentEnterprise treatment planning

CCV Cross-cutting Information feedback loop/ integrated processes and systems

SOD Benefits Multiple Areas Demand management and analytics - understand / forecast lifecycle cost / workload 

Proactively Identifying 

Taxpayers who are Eligible 

for Credits

5E CCV "At-Filing" / Upfront Return AssessmentIntegrated risk assessment approach

CCV Cross-cutting Information feedback loop/ integrated processes and systems

SOD Benefits Multiple Areas Quick and accurate customer routing - redesigned IVR/routing/scripting/retention 

SOD Benefits Multiple Areas CSR tools - enhance Interactive Tax [Law] Assistant (ITA & ITLA), CSR co-browsing

CCV Cross-cutting Information feedback loop/ integrated processes and systems

SOD Benefits Multiple Areas Demand management and analytics - understand / forecast lifecycle cost / workload

CCV Cross-cutting Information feedback loop/ integrated processes and systems

SOD Benefits Multiple Areas Quick and accurate customer routing - redesigned IVR/routing/scripting/retention

W&I and SB/SE 

Realignment
7A - - -

Virtual Work and Real 

Estate Optimization
7B - - -

Online 3rd Party Account 3F

Taxpayer Digital 

Communications
4A

Taxpayer Corrective 

Assistance
4B

Enhanced Issue 

Identification
5B

Enterprise Treatment 

Stream Alignment
5C

Case Selection 

Enhancement
5D

6A

Demand Management and 

Analytics
6B

Quick & Accurate Customer 

Routing
6C

Digital Payment 3D

Integrated Customer Service
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Initiatives from SOD and CCV have been mapped to Initiatives and Work Areas in 

the CONOPS to illustrate connectivity (Slide 3 of 3).

CONOPS Mapping to SOD and CCV

CONOPS Work Areas

CONOPS 

Working 

Area 

Number

Source SOD or CCV Phase SOD or CCV Capability

Establish Service Limitations 7C - - -

CCV "At-Filing" / Upfront Return AssessmentIntegrated risk assessment approach

CCV Simultaneous and Iterative Treatment Stream AlignmentAbility to monitor both inventory and exam outcomes and adapt in-year

CCV Cross-cutting Information feedback loop/ integrated processes and systems

SOD Benefits Multiple Areas Demand management and analytics - understand / forecast lifecycle cost / workload 

SOD Benefits Multiple Areas Integrate case management - cross-channel history, public-facing status codes

CCV "At-Filing" / Upfront Return AssessmentComprehensive View of Taxpayer

CCV Cross-cutting Information feedback loop/ integrated processes and systems

SOD Benefits Multiple Areas Integrate case management - cross-channel history, public-facing status codes 

SOD Benefits Multiple Areas Submit and manage digital documents - secure email, document upload 

Comprehensive Analytic 

Strategy
9A SOD Benefits Multiple Areas Demand management and analytics - understand / forecast lifecycle cost / workload

CCV "At-Filing" / Upfront Return AssessmentComprehensive View of Taxpayer

CCV Cross-cutting Information feedback loop/ integrated processes and systems

CCV "At-Filing" / Upfront Return AssessmentEarly Information Availability

CCV Prevention/ Outreach Outreach to Maintain Cross-Year Engagements

CCV "At-Filing" / Upfront Return AssessmentComprehensive transcription of return line items

CCV Cross-cutting Information feedback loop/ integrated processes and systems

Behavioral Economic 

Analysis
10B SOD Billing and Payments Simplify bill with improved content, standardized payment criteria,  clear next steps

IRS Compliance Metrics 10C CCV Rapid Cycle Feedback Measurement of long-term behavior change/ lifetime costs efficiency

Improved Case Management 8A

Digitized cases 8B

Data Collection, Cleansing, 

and Storage
9B

Offline Analytics for Year-

Round Improvement
10A
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CONOPS Work Areas

CONOPS 

Working 

Area 

Number

Source SOD or CCV Phase SOD or CCV Capability
SOD feedback (alignment to 20 

capabilities)

CCV Prevention/ Outreach Outreach to Maintain Cross-Year Engagements

CCV Early Taxpayer Engagement and ResolutionCommunication channels to alert taxpayers/ designees quickly of possible issues

CCV Cross-cutting Information feedback loop/ integrated processes and systems

SOD Benefits Multiple Areas Proactive digital status notifications (including 3rd Party)

SOD Enforcement Proactive and targeted outreach to error-prone taxpayer types and past offenders 

CCV Prevention/ Outreach Tools and access to information and data to help taxpayers understand and fulfill tax filing and payment requirements

CCV Cross-cutting Information feedback loop/ integrated processes and systems

CCV Cross-cutting Partnership with preparers, software providers, and 3rd parties

SOD Benefits Multiple Areas Proactive digital status notifications (including 3rd Party)

SOD Individual Account AssistanceAccess and edit account information 

Corrective Employer 

Guidance
1C - - -

1 Demand mgt/analytics

3 Improve online content

4 Proactive digital status notification

5 Integrate case management

13 Proactive/targeted outreach

(note: capabilities will be augemented after 

Business Assistance blueprint developed)

Real Time Collection 

Engagement
1D CCV Cross-cutting Information feedback loop/ integrated processes and systems

4 Proactive digital status notification

5 Integrate case management

10 Simplify bill

11 Pay online

12 Pay over phone

Outreach Resource 

Optimization
1E - - -

1 Demand mgt/analytics

9 Public/private partnerships (note: TAC co-

location applies but was explicitly not 

scoped to support SPEC / SL 

organizational footprint changes as 

currently sized by business / IT)

1 Demand mgt/analytics

2 Promote deflection

3 Improve online content

13 Proactive/targeted outreach

1 Demand mgt/analytics

4 Improve online content

13 Proactive/targeted outreach

Data-Driven Targeted 

Outreach Campaigns
1A

Preemptive Preparer 

Campaign
1B

The SOD Team provided feedback and recommendations to the initial mapping of 

SOD capabilities to CONOPS Work Areas (Slide 1 of 5).
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The SOD Team provided feedback and recommendations to the initial mapping of 

SOD capabilities to CONOPS Work Areas (Slide 2 of 5).

CCV Prevention/ Outreach Tools and access to information and data to help taxpayers understand and fulfill tax filing and payment requirements

CCV Cross-cutting Online Service enablers (e.g., e-authentication, taxpayer account)

SOD Benefits Multiple Areas Improve online content - web-friendly, searchable, plain-language and tailored content

TAC Service Colaction 1G SOD Benefits Multiple Areas Public and Private Partnerships

1 Demand mgt/analytics

9 Public/private partnerships

(Note: for VITA and paid preparers scope 

will be augmented once Tax Pros blueprint 

developed)

CCV Early Taxpayer Engagement and ResolutionTools/ channels for self-correction/ substatiation

CCV Cross-cutting Information feedback loop/ integrated processes and systems

CCV Cross-cutting Partnership with preparers, software providers, and 3rd parties

CCV Cross-cutting Online Service enablers (e.g., e-authentication, taxpayer account)

Taxpayer Opt-In for 

Correction (by IRS)
2B - - -

2 Promote deflection

15 Access/edit account info

(Note: Authentication and authorization recs 

being developed as part of tax pros 

blueprint)

CCV "At-Filing" / Upfront Return AssessmentEarly Information Availability

CCV Cross-cutting Partnership with preparers, software providers, and 3rd parties

CCV Cross-cutting Online Service enablers (e.g., e-authentication, taxpayer account)

3 Improve online content

4 Proactive digital status notification

10 Simplify bill

11 Pay online

13 Proactive/targeted outreach

15 Access/edit account info

16 Provide tax records via self-service

17 Provide tax records via 3rd Parties

18 Change return online

(Question: Does this apply to only online 

content? or is it content AND transactions? 

If the later, then all of the above apply)

4 Proactive digital status notification

6 Submit and manage digital docs

13 Proactive/targeted outreach

N/A

(Note: for 3rd parties, scope will be 

augmented once Tax Pros blueprint 

developed)

Enhanced IRS.gov 1F

Return Preparation Error 

Detection
2A

Strategy to Accelerate the 

Receipt of Information 

Documents

2C
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The SOD Team provided feedback and recommendations to the initial mapping of 

SOD capabilities to CONOPS Work Areas (Slide 3 of 5).

CCV Prevention/ Outreach Outreach to Maintain Cross-Year Engagements

CCV Cross-cutting Information feedback loop/ integrated processes and systems

CCV Cross-cutting Partnership with preparers, software providers, and 3rd parties

SOD Enforcement Proactive and targeted outreach to error-prone taxpayer types and past offenders 

CCV Prevention/ Outreach Tools and access to information and data to help taxpayers understand and fulfill tax filing and payment requirements

CCV Cross-cutting Online Service enablers (e.g., e-authentication, taxpayer account)

SOD ID Theft/ PINs Secure filing and services with heightened authentication

CCV Early Taxpayer Engagement and ResolutionTools/ channels for self-correction/ substatiation

CCV Cross-cutting Online Service enablers (e.g., e-authentication, taxpayer account)

SOD Individual Account AssistanceAccess and edit account information with integration across channels

CCV Early Taxpayer Engagement and ResolutionTools/ channels for self-correction/ substatiation

CCV Cross-cutting Online Service enablers (e.g., e-authentication, taxpayer account)

SOD Benefits Multiple Areas Submit and manage digital documents - secure email, document upload

SOD Individual Account AssistanceAccess and edit account information with integration across channels

SOD Records Provide tax records via self-service

SOD Records Provide tax records via 3rd Parties  and establish e-help / PPS type of support 

CCV Cross-cutting Online Service enablers (e.g., e-authentication, taxpayer account)

SOD Benefits Multiple Areas Promote deflection - user fees, marketing self-service, kiosks, mobile workforce solutions

SOD Billing and Payment Simplify bill with improved content, standardized payment criteria,  clear next steps

SOD Billing and Payment Pay online integrated with online account and digital status updates

SOD Billing and Payments Pay Over the Phone

Refund Status Transparency 3E - - - 4 Proactive digital status notification

CCV Early Taxpayer Engagement and ResolutionCommunication channels to alert taxpayers/ designees quickly of possible issues

CCV Cross-cutting Partnership with preparers, software providers, and 3rd parties

CCV Cross-cutting Online Service enablers (e.g., e-authentication, taxpayer account)

SOD Records Provide tax records via 3rd Parties  and establish e-help / PPS type of support

15 Access/edit account info

14 Secure filing/services w heightened auth

3 Improve online content

4 Proactive digital status notification

13 Proactive/targeted outreach

2 Promote deflection

16 Provide tax records via self-service

17 Provide tax records via 3rd Parties

15 Access/edit account info

(Note: for 3rd parties, scope will be 

augmented once Tax Pros blueprint 

developed)

1 Demand mgt/analytics

2 Promote deflection

9 Public/private partnerships

10 Simplify bill

11 Pay online

12 Pay over phone

Life Event Reporting Pre-

File Campaign
2D

Online 3rd Party Account 3F

Taxpayer/Third Party 

Authentication
3A

Electronic Records 3C

Online Taxpayer Account 3B

Digital Payment 3D
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The SOD Team provided feedback and recommendations to the initial mapping of 

SOD capabilities to CONOPS Work Areas (Slide 4 of 5).

CCV Early Taxpayer Engagement and ResolutionCommunication channels to alert taxpayers/ designees quickly of possible issues

CCV Cross-cutting Online Service enablers (e.g., e-authentication, taxpayer account)

SOD Benefits Multiple Areas Proactive digital status notifications (including 3rd Party)

SOD Benefits Multiple Areas Submit and manage digital documents - secure email, document upload

CCV Early Taxpayer Engagement and ResolutionTools/ channels for self-correction/ substatiation

CCV Cross-cutting Online Service enablers (e.g., e-authentication, taxpayer account)

SOD Return Changes Change return online with secure document upload

SOD Return Changes Change return over the phone

SOD Return Changes Change return via amended return with electronically processed 10.40X

Correctable Error 

Capabilities
5A - - - N/A

CCV "At-Filing" / Upfront Return AssessmentIntegrated risk assessment approach

CCV Rapid Cycle Feedback In-year recalibration of return assessment, treatment alignment, and case selection rules

CCV Cross-cutting Information feedback loop/ integrated processes and systems

CCV Simultaneous and Iterative Treatment Stream AlignmentEnterprise treatment planning

CCV Simultaneous and Iterative Treatment Stream AlignmentEffective treatment strem alignment

CCV Cross-cutting Information feedback loop/ integrated processes and systems

SOD Benefits Multiple Areas Demand management and analytics - understand / forecast lifecycle cost / workload

CCV Simultaneous and Iterative Treatment Stream AlignmentEnterprise treatment planning

CCV Cross-cutting Information feedback loop/ integrated processes and systems

SOD Benefits Multiple Areas Demand management and analytics - understand / forecast lifecycle cost / workload 

Proactively Identifying 

Taxpayers who are Eligible 

for Credits

5E CCV "At-Filing" / Upfront Return AssessmentIntegrated risk assessment approach

1 Demand mgt/analytics

4 Proactive digital status notification

13 Proactive/targeted outreach

CCV Cross-cutting Information feedback loop/ integrated processes and systems

SOD Benefits Multiple Areas Quick and accurate customer routing - redesigned IVR/routing/scripting/retention 

SOD Benefits Multiple Areas CSR tools - enhance Interactive Tax [Law] Assistant (ITA & ITLA), CSR co-browsing

CCV Cross-cutting Information feedback loop/ integrated processes and systems 1 Demand mgt/analytics

SOD Benefits Multiple Areas Demand management and analytics - understand / forecast lifecycle cost / workload

CCV Cross-cutting Information feedback loop/ integrated processes and systems

SOD Benefits Multiple Areas Quick and accurate customer routing - redesigned IVR/routing/scripting/retention

W&I and SB/SE 

Realignment
7A - - - N/A

7 Quick/accurate customer routing

5 Integrate case management

8 CSR tools

1 Demand mgt/analytics

1 Demand mgt/analytics

N/A

1 Demand mgt/analytics

2 Promote deflection

3 Improve online content

5 Integrate case management

15 Access/edit account info

18 Change return online

19 Change return over phone

20 Change return via ammended return

4 Proactive digital status notification

6 Submit and manage digital docs

Taxpayer Digital 

Communications
4A

Taxpayer Corrective 

Assistance
4B

Enhanced Issue 

Identification
5B

Enterprise Treatment 

Stream Alignment
5C

Case Selection 

Enhancement
5D

6A

Demand Management and 

Analytics
6B

Quick & Accurate Customer 

Routing
6C

Integrated Customer Service
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The SOD Team provided feedback and recommendations to the initial mapping of 

SOD capabilities to CONOPS Work Areas (Slide 5 of 5).

Virtual Work and Real 

Estate Optimization
7B - - - 9 Public/private partnerships

Establish Service Limitations 7C - - - 5 Integrate case management

CCV "At-Filing" / Upfront Return AssessmentIntegrated risk assessment approach

CCV Simultaneous and Iterative Treatment Stream AlignmentAbility to monitor both inventory and exam outcomes and adapt in-year

CCV Cross-cutting Information feedback loop/ integrated processes and systems

SOD Benefits Multiple Areas Demand management and analytics - understand / forecast lifecycle cost / workload 

SOD Benefits Multiple Areas Integrate case management - cross-channel history, public-facing status codes

CCV "At-Filing" / Upfront Return AssessmentComprehensive View of Taxpayer

CCV Cross-cutting Information feedback loop/ integrated processes and systems

SOD Benefits Multiple Areas Integrate case management - cross-channel history, public-facing status codes 

SOD Benefits Multiple Areas Submit and manage digital documents - secure email, document upload 

Comprehensive Analytic 

Strategy
9A SOD Benefits Multiple Areas Demand management and analytics - understand / forecast lifecycle cost / workload 1 Demand mgt/analytics

CCV "At-Filing" / Upfront Return AssessmentComprehensive View of Taxpayer

CCV Cross-cutting Information feedback loop/ integrated processes and systems

CCV "At-Filing" / Upfront Return AssessmentEarly Information Availability

CCV Prevention/ Outreach Outreach to Maintain Cross-Year Engagements

CCV "At-Filing" / Upfront Return AssessmentComprehensive transcription of return line items

CCV Cross-cutting Information feedback loop/ integrated processes and systems

Behavioral Economic 

Analysis
10B SOD Billing and Payments Simplify bill with improved content, standardized payment criteria,  clear next steps

1 Demand mgt/analytics

2 Promote deflection

3 Improve online content

5 Integrate case management

10 Simplify bill

IRS Compliance Metrics 10C CCV Rapid Cycle Feedback Measurement of long-term behavior change/ lifetime costs efficiency
1 Demand mgt/analytics

5 Integrate case management

1 Demand mgt/analytics

N/A

5 Integrate case management

6 Submit and manage digital docs

15 Access/edit account info

5 Integrate case management

15 Access/edit account info
Improved Case Management 8A

Digitized cases 8B

Data Collection, Cleansing, 

and Storage
9B

Offline Analytics for Year-

Round Improvement
10A
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Additional Information
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Stakeholders across the IRS were interviewed and consulted during the development 

and refinement of the SB/SE and W&I CONOPS.

 Justin Abold, OCA

 David Alito, W&I

 Kristen Bailey, SB/SE

 Dretha Barham, SB/SE

 L’Tanya Brooks, W&I

 Andy Buckler, MITRE

 Robin Canady, CFO

 Daniel Chaddock, IT

 Cheryl Cordero, SB/SE

 Toni Cross, W&I

 Susan Cunningham, OCA

 John Dalrymple, DCSE

 Michael Damasiewicz, SB/SE

 Alain DuBois, RAS

 Liz Evans, W&I

 Shelley Foster, SB/SE

 Julie Garcia, W&I

 Gina Garza, IT

 Phyllis Grimes, SB/SE

 Dagoberto Gonzalez, W&I

 Darren Guillot, SB/SE

 John Guyton, RAS

 Nancy Hauth, SB/SE

 Karen Hawkins, OPR

 Janice Hedemann, RAS

 Shenita Hicks, SB/SE

 Carrie Holland, W&I

 Debra Holland, W&I

 Bobby Hunt, SB/SE

 John Imhoff, SB/SE

 Scott Irick, W&I

 DelRey Jenkins, SB/SE

 Frances Kleckley, SB/SE

 Steve Klingel, W&I

 Patty LaPosta, W&I

 Eric Lopresti, TAS

 Rajive Mathur, OLS

 Mike McAdams, IT

 Ivy McChesney, W&I

 Kevin McCreight, W&I

 Tonjua Menefee, SB/SE

 Janet Moffitt, OCA

 Kevin Morehead, W&I

 Mary Beth Murphy, SB/SE

 Nina Olson - TAS

 David Parrish, OLS

 Jodi Patterson, W&I

 Verlinda Paul, W&I

 Kim Petty, IT

 Scott Prentky, SB/SE

 Mark Pursley, W&I

 Marion Rieder, SB/SE

 Reuben Robinson, SB/SE

 Karen Schiller, SB/SE

 Rene Schwartzman, W&I

 Eric Schweikert, OCA

 Peggy Sherry, DCOS

 Dean Silverman, OCA

 Rena Skeen, SB/SE

 Karen Taylor, SB/SE

 Darnita Trower, IT

 Laurie Tuzynski, SB/SE

 Denice Vaughan, SB/SE

 Rennae Ward, SB/SE

 Joseph Wilson, SB/SE

 Kathleen Walters, DCHCO

 Jim Weaver, OLS

 Paul White, W&I
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Themes Lessons from Leading Practices Opportunities for IRS

Preemption

 A leading retail bank used incentives to drive customers to use an online application process, which helped 

reduce application error rates

 A leading online retailer created personalized customer profiles for each individual customer to provide 

targeted information to each customer

 A government agency that accepts customer applications transitioned from a forms-based culture to one 

focused on customer experience by creating a e-Verify mobile application and new website, and simplifying 

their application processes and language on forms. This effort reduced error rates and the amount of 

customers that use the agencies phone support

 A government enforcement agency improved its data analytics capabilities and partnered with 3rd Party 

stakeholders to implement a solution that moved compliance activities upstream

 Utilize targeted 

communications to increase 

compliance

 Improve customer 

experience of tax-filing 

activities

 Enhance 3rd Party 

partnerships to create 

additional leverage points 

for impacting taxpayer 

behavior

Issue 

Identification, 

Filing 

Resolution

 A leading retail bank improved its use of 3rd party and internal data to perform real-time cross-checks on 

applications

 A leading retail bank consolidated web access points and standardized application data formats to improve 

its data warehouse, which reduced data verification costs

 A government agency that accepts customer applications implemented real-time application error checking, 

which enabled the agency to hold deposits until the application is correctly completed

 Standardize tax form data 

fields and processes to 

improve ability to analyze 

data

 Implement real-time error-

checking solution

Maximum 

Enforcement 

Results

 A leading retailer has implemented new performance metrics to better measure the success of online 

campaigns as research has shown that 84% of customers shop online before making an in-store purchase

 A leading insurer transformed its call-center operations by using customer analytics to route calls to the 

employees most adept to resolve the issue quickly and efficiently 

 A government intelligence agency implemented a centralized work management system to improve triage of 

requests, resources and costs, and better measure performance

 Ensure metrics are 

effectively measuring 

compliance

 Improve call-center call 

routing

 Implement a centralized 

work management system

Insight

 A leading retail bank and insurer improved its data collection and analytics capabilities to predict potential 

customer claims, and proactively reach out to customers

 A leading retail bank and insurer implemented a new performance metric for their call-centers – staying on 

the phone as long as it takes to resolve the issue, which increased issues resolved in one call and ultimately 

reduced costs

 Utilize analytics and 

segmentation to better 

target customer and identify 

tailored approaches for 

improving compliance

The development of the Concept Diagram focus areas was informed by industry 

leading practices.

External benchmarking research was conducted via a series of executive interviews across Financial Services, Retail, Manufacturing, 

Federal Government, and State and Local Government industries to help widen IRS perspective around leading practices and opportunities.
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Acronyms

Acronym Full Name Acronym Full Name

AGI Adjusted Gross Income IT Information Technology

API Application Program Interface IVR Interactive Voice Response

BOD Business Operating Division NTEU
National Treasury Employees 

Union

CCV Compliance Capabilities Vision OCA Office of Compliance Analytics

CFO Chief Financial Officer OLS Office of Online Services

CONOPS Concept of Operations OPR
Office of Professional 

Responsibility

CSRs Customer Service Representative PGLD
Privacy, Governmental Liaison 

and Disclosure

CTO Chief Technology Officer RAS
Office of Research, Analysis, 

and Statistics

DCSE
Deputy Commissioner Services & 

Enforcement 
ROI Return on Investment

DCOS Deputy Commissioner Operations Support RPO Return Preparer Office 

EITC Earned Income Tax Credit SB/SE Small Business, Self-Employed

FTD Federal Tax Deposit Alert SOD Service on Demand

GAO Government Accountability Office TAC Taxpayer Assistance Center

HCO Human Capital Officer VITA
Volunteer Income Tax 

Assistance

HR Human Resources W&I Wage and Investment

IRDM Information Return Document Matching
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